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Abstract

The public interest in using aerosol optical thickness (AOT) estimations from the ESA's satellite 
spectrometer MERIS has been increasing since the European Union further  decreases the legal 
limits for particulate matter concentration. In contrast to MERIS, the aerosol data from the MODIS 
spectrometers on board of two NASA satellites are already widely used and available for free. 

In  this  thesis  the  first  objective  is  to  evaluate  the  AOT  products  of  the  two  satellite-borne 
spectrometers  MERIS  and  MODIS  in  accuracy  and  availability,  and  the  second  is  to  derive 
particulate matter ground concentrations. 

For the first purpose, the correlation of AOT from the satellite sensors with the AOT from a ground 
based research grade sun photometer is analysed. The field measurements with this sun photometer 
and  associated  sky  photos  at  the  University  of  Natural  Resources  and  Applied  Life  Sciences 
(BOKU)  in  Vienna  during  the  period  of  April  25  to  July  31  in  2007  are  made  by  
Ao. Univ.-Prof. Dr. Mario Blumthaler and Dr. Axel Kreuter.

The correlation results confirm former external investigations, that the MERIS filtering algorithm 
for clouds does not work sufficiently. Further, the results in this thesis show that there is nearly no 
correlation of MERIS AOT with the sun photometer AOT. In contrast the MODIS AOT correlates 
with the sun photometer AOT with a factor between 0.66 and 0.70. It is known that AOT retrievals 
from satellites over highly urban areas should be used with caution, but urban areas are important 
for particulate matter monitoring. 

The analysis of  satellite AOT data availability for the BOKU during the whole year 2008 shows 
that MODIS principally delivers on more days per year numerical AOT values if bounded to one 
single grid point. But because MERIS has about 10 times higher resolution, MERIS values can be 
spatially averaged without having more distance to the target, but with more valid values per period 
than MODIS.

Also the possibility, to estimate PM10 mass concentration from AOT values at the BOKU within 
April 25 to July 31 in 2007 with and without using the additional parameters relative humidity at  
the ground and boundary layer heights from atmospheric soundings, was investigated. Thereby it 
was  shown  that  both  parameters  together  with  sun  photometer  AOT  at  the  most  properly 
wavelength of 368 nm (from 368, 412, 501, and 861 nm) increase the correlation significantly with 
PM10 to 0.56. The MODIS AOT values reached together with relative humidity and boundary layer  
height  data a  correlation of  0.24.  However  the mixed layer  height  is  not  on every day clearly 
defined, and therefore the combination of the MODIS dataset with the latter  lead to a strongly 
reduced dataset of only 18 data points with low statistical significance. Also the standard deviation 
of the estimated PM10 concentration was slightly negative influenced by considering the boundary 
layer heights.

In sum, this thesis shows that estimates of AOT from satellites can be useful in comparison to the 
sun photometer AOT retrievals, but even the from ground measured AOT with considering the 
boundary layer height and relative humidity shows only low correlation with PM10. 
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A Introduction

A.1 Motivation

Over the last two decades the  concentrations of the most classic air pollutants were continuously 
reduced in Europe. In Austria the per head emissions of SO2 and NOx are among the lowest of all 
EU member states. So the air quality in Austria improved significantly, and the pollution levels are 
generally lower than the limit values for lead, benzene, and CO. Rare SO2 exceedances are usually 
caused by trans-boundary air pollution. [Höller et al. 2005]

However the concentration of particulate matter in Europe increases partly at the present time [Seiz
and Foppa 2007],  and also  in  Austria  the  limit  values  for  PM10 concentrations  are  frequently 
exceeded in agglomerations particularly in the north-eastern part of the country, Alpine valleys and 
basins [Höller et al. 2005]. Fig. A.1 shows the number of days with daily mean PM10 of 50 µg/m³ 
exceedances.  To  mitigate  negative  effects  on  human  health,  EU  wide  limit  values  for  PM10 
concentrations have been set. Where in 2003 the limit for days with exceedances was at 35, it was 
decreased in 2010 to 25 days (Fig. B.37).

Fig. A.1: Number of days with daily average concentrations of PM10 higher than 50 µg/m³, 2003.
[Höller et al. 2005]

[Höller et al. 2005], "Statistical analyses of back trajectories showed that a considerable amount of 
the total PM10 levels in the eastern part of Austria is caused by long-range transport"

For  monitoring  the  compliance  with  the  legal  values,  accurate  particulate  matter  (PM) 
measurements  are  necessary.  All  EU  member  states  perform  PM10  measurements  to  check 
compliance  with  the  limit  values.  However,  PM  is  difficult  to  measure  on  a  routine  basis.  
[Koelemeijer et al. 2006], "In routine measurement processes, heating of the air sample is necessary, 
which  gives  rise  to  (partial)  volatilisation  of  semi-volatile  aerosol  components."  This  leads  to 
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systematic  measurement  errors  depending  on  the  aerosol  composition.  Moreover,  different 
measurement  and calibration  methods are  used  in  Europe.  Although these  ground-based PM10 
measurements also may be relatively precise, they are only representative for a limited area because 
aerosol sources vary over small spatial scales [Koelemeijer et al. 2006]. 

The monitoring of PM concentrations would greatly benefit from consistent and accurate PM maps 
covering the whole of Europe. PM estimations from aerosol optical thickness  (abbreviated  as AOT 

or as symbol a ) observations made from satellites can in principle cover nearly the whole earth 

with the same consistent measurement method. However, remote sensing of aerosols over land (in 
this thesis with the two spaceborne spectrometers MERIS and MODIS) is generally a difficult task 
because the reflectivity of the earth surface is in many cases much higher than the reflectivity of the 
aerosols. Aerosol layers are more transparent in the infrared and radiative effects of aerosols on the 
Earth's energy balance mainly contribute in the visible region of the spectrum [Seinfeld and Pandis
1998]. So AOT is determined in the visible range. Consequently clouds are a serious constraint for 
AOT estimations by the satellite radiance measurements. 

In this thesis the two satellite based spectrometers MODIS and MERIS are evaluated. Both systems 
measure the solar radiance which is reflected from the atmosphere to estimate AOT, while dark 
ground  targets  are  aimed  preferably  to  minimize  at  surface  reflected  contributions.  However, 
MERIS was originally not  developed to measure aerosol properties  and its  upper bandwidth is 
limited to 1040 nm. Therefore it is not possible for MERIS to search for dark targets as MODIS in 
the 2.1 µm range, which is nearly free from aerosol absorption. So MERIS has to use reflectance 
maps generated from MODIS instead.

A further problem with estimating PM concentration is, that satellite spectrometers as those used 
here  (MODIS and MERIS) can only estimate the total column of AOT but PM is related to ground 
concentration and not homogeneous with height. 

A.2 Short overview of previous investigations 

The two systems MODIS from the NASA and MERIS from the ESA deliver daily satellite retrieved 
AOT. Various authors have investigated the capability of the MODIS system to retrieve AOT values 
from space and others also the possibility to derive PM from those values. Also the MERIS AOT 
estimations  have  already  been  evaluated.  The  following  overview  is  very  short.  To  keep  the 
overview simple more details and results, are presented in the chapters (B.2.5 Previous comparisons
between  AOT retrievals  from space  and  AERONET retrievals,  and  B.3.3 Previous  correlation
investigations).

A.2.1 Accuracy of Aerosol Optical Thickness estimations

In an extensive investigation for locations over the whole world [Vidot et al. 2008] found out that 
MERIS in some cases retrieves very high values for aerosol optical thickness compared to ground 
based  research  sun  photometers  as  reference  (Ch. B2.5.1).  It  was  suspected  that  the  MERIS 
algorithm couldn't well recognize thin cirrus clouds. Already  [Höller et al.  2005] stated that the 
cloud-screening algorithm needs  to  be  improved  due  to  the  high  valued  AOT retrieved in  the 
vicinity of clouds. 
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A second  result  was  that  the  retrievals  in  the  red  (443 nm)  overestimated  the  AOT in  general 

significantly with a relation between a , AERONET = 0.57 a , MERIS0.01  (Fig. B.35).

Similar  investigations  for MODIS by [Levy et  al.  2006] showed that  the AOT(550 nm) on the 

average meets the  specified accuracy levels ±0.05±0.15 a  (Ch. B2.5.2).

A.2.2 Correlation between AOT and PM

Fig. A.2 for example shows one result of the study from [Koelemeijer et al. 2006]. It can be seen by 
comparing with Fig. A.3 that both, the yearly average AOT, and the yearly average PM10 ground 
measurements identify high values in the Netherlands, Belgium, Northern Germany, and some areas 
around the Danube river. In Fig. A.2 is also a discontinuity in AOT near the 25°E meridian visible, 
which  coincides  with  a  different  assumption  on  aerosol  type  in  the  MODIS  algorithm.  The 
concentration of PM is highly dependent from dilution and so from the height of the boundary layer, 
but as [Koelemeijer et al.  2006] stated, is this not necessarily the case for yearly PM averages 
derived from AOT. In the case of shorter intervals the boundary layer height is an important input 
parameter (Ch. for deriving PM, which was shown by [Koelemeijer et al. 2006 and Nicolantonio et
al. 2007].

Fig. A.2: Yearly average AOT at 550 nm measured by MODIS in 2003. White: missing data
[Koelemeijer et al. 2006]
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Fig. A.3: Yearly average PM10 measurements from AirBase, for 2003, at rural background 
stations; the blue points represent concentrations smaller than 25 µg/m³, the 
yellow points between 25 and 32 µg/m³, and the red more than 32 µg/m³. 

[Koelemeijer et al. 2006]

A.3 Goals and outline of this thesis

This work is a contribution to clarify the applicability of MERIS AOT product  in comparison to the 
widely  used  MODIS  retrievals.  The  second  aim  is  to  assess  the  capability  of  estimating  PM 
concentration from spaceborne AOT measurements in comparison to ground based sampling. So the 
experimental work is divided in two main parts, the first is the investigation of the MODIS, and 
MERIS estimated AOT with (Ch. C.3) and without (Ch. C.4) using reference AOT data retrieved 
from a ground based research grade sun photometer with associated sky photos in Vienna, kindly 
made  available  by  Ao.Univ.-Prof.  Dr.  Mario  Blumthaler  (Division  for  Biomedical  Physics,  
Innsbruck Medical University) and Dr. Axel Kreuter. The second part is to investigate the possibility 
to estimate the PM10 mass concentration using satellite based AOT values (Ch. C.5). Geographical 
and meteorological information about the measurement site around the BOKU Vienna is given in 
Ch. C.1. Ch. C.2 introduces the used data, especially those from the reference sun photometer, and 
presents additional results.

To understand the background of those experimental parts the thesis starts with  B.1 Basics in which 
the first  four  sub chapters  are  important,  to  understand the  principles  of  estimating  AOT from 
satellite radiance measurements introduced in B.2 Retrieving AOT from space. The last sub chapter 
(B.1.5) reviews some aspects about correlation and introduces very shortly the enhancement with 
the Bootstrap method.

Goals and outline of this thesis 4



B Background

B.1 Basics

B.1.1 Cross-Section variables

An important variable for description of the absorption and scattering behaviour is the  extinction 

cross-section or total cross-section t = t   [m²/particle] [Schanda 1986, p. 110]

t =  sa  (1)

with the  scattering cross-section  s= s   and the  absorption cross-section  a= a  .  (To 

differentiate between the extinction cross-section per particle and the same per unit mass [µg] the 

first is written in this thesis as t  and the latter as ext .)

The scattering cross-section is defined as the proportion of the energy of the incoming wave related to the 
energy of the scattered wave.:

 s = ∫4 ∣ f s∣
2

d   (2)

where  f s =
f s  , o , i  is  the  scattering  amplitude,  which  describes  amplitude,  phase  and 

polarisation of the wave scattered in direction o , at incidence of a linear polarised wave from direction i . 

∣ f s∣
2
=
 s

4
p  (3)

with p= p  , o , i   [ ] as the phase function (refer to Ch. B1.2.3 Scattering).

The absorption cross-section is defined as:

 a = ∫4∣ f a  o , i ∣2 d   (4)

where ∣ f a∣
2

 is the absorbed proportion of radiation energy.

So the scattering cross-section is defined as the proportion of the energy of the incoming wave 
related to the energy of the scattered wave. The absorption cross-section is analogous the proportion 
of the energy which gets absorbed in relation to the energy of the incident wave. 

For  r ≫  the scattering cross-section approaches the geometrical cross-section   r2  as can be 

seen in Fig. B.1 and t  2  r2
 [Vollmer 2006, p. 268].
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Fig. B.1: Normalized scattering cross-section (scattering efficiency) as a function of the 
normalized circumference of a metal sphere with radius a. [Schanda 1986]

B.1.2 The Equation of Radiative Transfer

In this chapter an equation for the transport of radiation energy through a medium is introduced.  In  
the following variables often used are the  radiative flux density I  [W m-2] and the  radiance L  
[W m-2 sr-1].  The radiative flux density is defined as the mean absolute value of the Poynting Vector 
[Tipler and Mosca 2006, p. 976]

I = 〈∣S∣〉  (5)

In e.g. [Liang 2004, p. 6] also the term irradiance E  [W m-2] with the same meaning as I  is used 
but then is explicitly meant that the electromagnetic radiation is incident on a surface. 

For a Lambertian surface which emits in the complete half space it can be shown [Hering et al.
2004, p. 438] that the relation between the two variables is

I = L 0  (6)

with 0=1 sr  for correct units on the left side of Eq. (6). 

As e.g. in [Hering et al. 2004] defined, for a physical quantity X  the spectral quantity is defined as  

X  =
∂ X
∂ 

  where  X = ∫0
∞

X  d      and generally    X = X    (7)

so the spectral intensity is  I  =
∂ I
∂ 

 with units W m-2 µm-1 and the spectral radiance L =
∂ L
∂ 

 

with units W m-2 sr-1 µm-1.

1.2.1 Absorption

For a "cloud" of particles bound - for the sake of a simpler presentation - by two parallel planes at 
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z=0  and at z= z B  (Fig. B.2), it is here assumed that only absorption processes are effective. 

Fig. B.2: Illustration of the differential change in the 
radiative flux density [Schanda 1986]

[Schanda 1986], "The absorption by an infinitesimally thin (dz) layer of the intensity will be an 
infinitesimal change"

∂ I
 , a

∂ z
=−a⋅I  (8)

where a=a  , z   with unit [m-1]is the volume absorption coefficient defined as

a = n⋅〈 a 〉  (9)

with  the  number  density  of  particles  n  [particles/m³]  and  the  mean  wavelength  dependent 

absorption  cross-section  〈a 〉 = 〈a 〉  .  Solving  the  ordinary  differential  equation  (8)  by 

separating the variables gives the exponential law of attenuation. It is simply written as 

I  = I  , 0⋅e
−z 

a  (10)

For simplification gain by scattering from outside (multiple scattering) is sometimes not taken into 

consideration, so  using  t=as  instead of only a  in (10) gives:

I  = I  , 0⋅e
−z 

t  (11)

with t ,  = 1 / xm  [Vollmer 2006, p. 247] and x m= xm   as the mean free path and x m=
1

n t
 

with n  as the number density [Vollmer 2006, p. 267].

Both equations (10) and (11) are variously known as Bouguer's law, Lambert's law, or Beer's law 
(and every combination of these names) whereas in (11) also often the quotient of path length over 
mean free  path is  named as  optical  depth or  optical  thickness   [Vollmer 2006,  p. 247]  and is 
introduced more accurately in B.1.3 The optical thickness and its variants. 
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1.2.2 Emission

[Schanda 1986],  "The thermal agitation and other radiation processes will cause radiation to be 
emitted within the slab dz in amount depending on the temperature and on some other parameters if 
non-thermal  contributions  to  the  emission  are  present."  The  increase  of  intensity  dI  per 

infinitesimal layer thickness dz  can be attributed to an emission coefficient j  , z    (in units       

of W m-3 m), as

dI
 , e

∂ z
= a⋅∫4  L

 , b d   (12)

with L
 , b = L

 , b  , T   [W m-2 sr-1 m-1] as the Planck function for blackbody emission radiance

L
 , b = 2

h c2


5
e

h c
 k T −1

−1

1
0

      [Hering et al. 2004, p. 440] (13)

where 0 = 1 sr  for correct units on both sides of the equation.

In sum, the change of the spectral intensity by emission and absorption per dz  is

dI
dz
= −a⋅Ia⋅∫4 L

 , b d   (14)

which  is  the  equation  of  radiative  transfer  for  a  non-scattering  medium,  sometimes  called 
Schwarzschild's equation.

1.2.3 Scattering

If the effects of scattering must be considered, there are again two terms as in Eq. (14), one for the 

loss of intensity 
∂ I
 , s , L

∂ z
 due to radiation scattered away from the original path, and one for the 

gain due to radiation from other directions scattered into the direction of the observer.

For the loss of  intensity per element  of path  dz  we can,  for  tenuous distribution of  scattering 

particles  (single  scattering  process),  use  a  total  volume  scattering  coefficient  s =  s   

proportional to a mean wavelength dependent scattering cross-section

 s = n⋅〈 s〉  (15)

Usually the scattering of radiation is not isotropically distributed in all directions. This fact is taken 
into consideration by introducing the so-called phase function p  [ ]. Examples of phase functions, 

with  a s  as  the  single  scattering  albedo,  are  p=as  for  isotropic  scatterers,  and 

p = a s 1cos2
⋅3 /4  for Rayleigh scattering [Schanda 1986, p. 138]. In the latter equation the 

phase-function is rotation symmetric to the direction of incidence and so p= p  ,    instead of 

the general form p= p  , o , i  introduced in B.1.1 Cross-Section variables.
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The single scattering albedo is one for perfect scatterers and smaller than one if absorption is 
present.

Fig. B.3: Loss and gain of radiation by scattering
[Schanda 1986]

When  ∂ I  = ∂ I   ,   is taken as that part of  I   which is scattered in all directions, while 

passing through dz  then ∂2 I = ∂
2 I  ,   (16) can be regarded as that portion of dI   which is 

scattered away into the direction   and   within a differential solid angle d   (Fig. B.3).

∂2 I s = −n⋅〈 s〉 I s p
∂ 

4 
∂ z       [Schanda 1986] (16)

Independent which phase function is applicable the following condition must be fulfilled:

1
4 
∫4 p d  = as  (17)

So the loss of intensity by scattering per dz  is

∂ I
 , s , L

∂ z
= −n⋅〈 s〉 I 

1
4
∫4  p d 


as

 (18)

and the gain is with inserting the incident angle  '   that I = I   '   and p= p  ' 

∂ I
 , s , G

∂ z
= n⋅〈 s 〉

1
4 
∫4  I  p d  '       [Schanda 1986] (19)

1.2.4 Full equation of radiative transfer

∂ I
∂ z

= −a⋅I 
∂ I

 , a

∂ z

a⋅∫4  L
 , b d 

∂ I  , e

∂ z

−s I 
1

4
∫4  p d 


∂ I
 , s , L

∂ z

s
1

4 
∫4 I  p d  '


∂ I
 , s , G

∂ z

 (20)
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B.1.3 The optical thickness and its variants

A quantity of fundamental importance in atmospheric studies is the  optical thickness (or optical 
depth)  =    [ ] where the NASA people documents for MODIS use the name optical depth. 
To be consistent in this document here, generally the term optical thickness is used. This quantity 
has been discussed by numerous authors and is derived from (11). It is defined as 

  = ∫0
∞
t  , z  dz = ∫0

∞
n  z ⋅〈 t〉  , z ⋅dz = ∫0

∞
  z ⋅〈ext 〉  , z ⋅dz  (21)

in direction of the nadir-zenith axis.  The optical thickness is used to calculate the  transmission 
t = t  ,   [ ] which is defined as

t = e
−m

air  (22)

The  airmass factor mair   is to consider the increase in the optical path if the solar zenith angle 

≠0 °  and is approximately

mair≈cos−1
  (23)

This relation neglects the curvature of and refraction in the atmosphere, and also the fact that not all 
atmosphere  constituents  are  homogeneously  distributed.  For  more  detailed  relations  refer  to 
[Grabner 2003, Ch. 2.2.4, 4.3.2 and 4.4.2].

Instead of Eq. (11) which is I

= I

 , 0
e
−z t  can be written now simply 

I  = I
 , 0⋅t  (24)

where I
 , 0  [W m-2 µm-1] is the extraterrestrial spectral radiative flux density at wavelength   and 

I   is  the  flux  reaching  the  ground.  The  optical  thickness    may  be  composed  of  several 

components and is in the single layer model given by

 =  Rag  (25)

where R=R   is the Rayleigh optical thickness, a=a  is aerosol optical thickness and 

g=g   is the optical thickness due to absorption by gases such as O3, NO2, and H2O.

[Bodhaine et al. 1999], "In principle it is possible to measure    and then derive aerosol optical 

thickness  by  subtracting  estimates  of  R
  and  g

 .  In  practice,  however,  arriving  at 

reasonable estimates of these quantities can be difficult, particularly during fairly clean atmospheric 
conditions such as those found at  Mauna Loa,  Hawaii."  That  is  because the differences of  the 

equations to calculate  R  (1.3.1 Calculation of Rayleigh optical thickness) can be significantly 

greater than typical aerosol optical thicknesses found in the atmosphere. Aerosol optical thicknesses 

are often as low as 0.01 at Mauna Loa. Since R  is of the order of 1 at 300 nm, it is seen that a 

0.1 % error in this quantity translates into a 10 % error in a  [Bodhaine et al. 1999]. 
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[Schanda 1986,  p. 106],  "As  long as  the  characteristic  dimension (in  the  case  of  a  sphere,  for 
example, the circumference) is much smaller than the wavelength, the scattering particle may be 
regarded as a small dipole and the concept of Rayleigh scattering can well be applied (Fig. B.5)." 

This is called the Rayleigh criterion:

2  r≪   (26)

If such a dipole moment is oscillating along a given direction, it behaves like a tiny linear antenna 
(also called a Hertzian dipole) and radiates electromagnetic waves in a frequency range determined 
by the dynamic behaviour of the dipole moment [Schanda 1986, p. 98].

Fig. B.4: Forced vibration with the frequency of the incoming 
light ray. [Kraker and Paill 1992] 

It is obvious that in the visible part of the spectrum there are only a limited number of particle types 
(except molecules) occuring in the atmosphere for which the Rayleigh criterion is fulfilled, and 
even for microwaves (1mm 1m )  these criteria  are  not always fulfilled if  precipitation is 
involved.

As the dimensions become comparable to the wavelength (Fig. B.1), the scattering is called Mie 
scattering which means that it must be regarded as the result of interfering waves which partly pass 
around the particle and partly penetrate through the particle if it is dielectric. Dielectric means that 
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Fig. B.5: At the transition from Rayleigh- to Mie-scattering with increasing particle size the 
forward scattering starts to dominate. [Vollmer 2006, p. 265]



the electric charges are not freely movable. 

[Schanda  1986,  p. 106],  "If  the  particle  dimensions  are  much  larger  than  the  wavelength,  the 
solution  of  the  scattering  problem reduces  to  geometric  optics,  i.e.  the  scattering  cross-section 
approaches the geometric cross-section of the particle."

1.3.1 Calculation of Rayleigh optical thickness

1.3.1.1 Curve fitting approaches

The simplest approach for the total atmosphere as a single layer taken by many authors, is to fit an  
equation of the form

R = B −A
 (27)

where  B  and  A are  constants  to  be  determined  from  a  power-law  fit  and  normalization  to 

1013.25 hPa pressure. This equation has the same form as (42) with a . In [Bodhaine et al. 1999] 

one example given for an approach valid in the visible range is

R =
p
p0

0.00877 −4.05
 (28)

where  p  is the site pressure,  p
0  is 1013.25 hPa and    is in micrometers. In [Grabner 2003] a 

formulation with slightly different numbers can be found:

R =
p

p0

0.008735 −4.08
 (29)

[Bodhaine  et  al.  1999],  "Clearly,  one  problem  with  this  approximation  is  that  it  cannot  be 
extrapolated to other parts of the spectrum, particularly the UV (because of multiple scattering), 
where the power law exponent is significantly different." To account for that there are also other 
approaches, mentioned e.g. in [Bodhaine et al. 1999, Eq. 14-16]. But the suggested method which 
was used to determine the Rayleigh part for the sun photometer measurements is a more physical 
approach rather  than  using curve-fitting  techniques,  although the  refractive index of  air  is  still 
derived from a curve fit to experimental data.

1.3.1.2 By [Bodhaine et al. 1999] suggested method to calculate Rayleigh optical 
thickness of air

Motivation: This  method  has  been  used  as  an  intermediate  step  to  calculate  AOT from sun 
photometer  measurements  by Blumthaler  and Kreuter  (→  C.2.3 AOT reference data  from Sun
photometer).  

Once the scattering cross section per molecule (35) has been determined for a given wavelength and 

composition, R  is relatively easy to calculate, because it depends only on the atmospheric pressure 

at  the  site.  With  using  (36)  to  (41)  to  get    with  (35),  and with  (31)  to  get  M ,  R  can  be 

determined with (30). The resulting value of R  for the single layer approach should be considered 

the best currently available value, [Bodhaine et al. 1999]. For typical values e.g. within the solar 
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spectrum refer to Table 2.

R =  s

p N A

M g
 (30)

where  p  is  the  pressure,  N A  is  the  Avogadro's  number  with  6.022⋅1023  molecules mol-1, 

g= g  z ,   [cm s-2] is the acceleration of gravity, and M  is the mean molecular weight of the air 
(dependent on the composition of the air) 

M = 15.0556⋅CCO2
28.9595  (31)

where CO2 concentration is expressed as parts per volume (use 0.000 36 for 360 ppm) [Bodhaine et
al. 1999, p. 1857].

The acceleration of gravity does vary significantly with height and location on the earth's surface 
and may be calculated according to the formula 

g = g0− 3.085462⋅10−42.27⋅10−7 cos 2  z

 7.254⋅10−111.0⋅10−13 cos 2  z2

− 1.517⋅10−176⋅10−20 cos 2  z3

 (32)

where   is the latitude, z  is the height above sea level in meters,of the observing site and g0  is the 

sea level acceleration of gravity given by

g0 = 980.6160 1−0.0026373 cos 25.9⋅10−6 cos2
2 (33)

The value for g needs to be representative of the mass-weighted column of air molecules above the 

site  and should be calculated from equations  (32)  and  (33),  modified by using a value of  z c  

determined from the  U.S. Standard Atmosphere.  The quantity  z c  is the effective mass-weighted 

altitude of  the  column.  For  example,  an altitude  of  z=0  m yields  an effective mass-weighted 

column altitude of z c=5517.56  m to use in the calculation of g . 

After calculating a mass-weighted mean above each altitude value, using an average altitude and 
average density for each layer,  a least  squares straight line with following equation was passed 

through the resulting z c  values up to 10 500 m:

z c = 0.73737z5517.56  (34)

The scattering cross section  s  with units cm2 / molecule can be calculated by

 s =
243

n2−12

4 N s
2 n222 

63 dep

6−7 dep   (35)

where the term  63 dep

6−7 dep   is called the depolarization term,  F air , or the King factor; and 
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dep  is the  depolarization factor or depolarization ratio, which describes the effect of molecular 

anisotropy.  F air  is only approximately 1.0480 and dependent on wavelength [Bodhaine et al.

1999, p. 1855]   it is recommended to calculate F air  as 

F air =
78.084 F N 220.946 F O2 0.934⋅1.00CCO2 %⋅1.15

78.08420.9460.934CCO
2

%
 (36)

"where CCO2 %  is the concentration of CO2 expressed in parts per volume by percent (use 0.036 for 

360 ppm)", [Bodhaine et al. 1999, p. 1858]  with assuming  F Ar   = 1,  F CO2  = 1.15 and for 

F N 2  and F O2 :

F N 2 = 1.0343.17⋅10−4

−2

 (37)

F O2 = 1.0961.385⋅10−3

−21.448⋅10−4


−4

 (38)

N s  in (35) is the molecular density and if it is e.g. scaled to 288.15 K, it is given as

N s =
6.0221367⋅1023 molecules mol−1

22.4141 L mol−1

273.15 K
288.15 K

1 L

1000 cm3
 (39)

 with [ N s ] = molecules cm-3. The refractive index for 300 ppm CO2 concentration is 

n300−1⋅108 = 8060.51
2480990

132.274−−2


17455.7

39.32957−−2  (40)

and scaling for the desired CO2 concentration using the formula

n−1CO2

n−1300

= 10.54 CO2−0.0003  (41)

where the CO2 concentration is expressed as parts per volume.

1.3.2 Aerosol optical thickness

Belonging to [Schanda 1986, p. 106], "aerosols are particulate matter which can remain suspended 
in the atmosphere for long periods, of the order of days".  As aerosols count all solid particles or 
drops, except condensed water vapour.

Anthropogenic  particles  are  estimated  to  produce  as  much  as  50% of  the  global-mean  aerosol 
optical thickness although the anthropogenic aerosol mass flux is only ~10% of the total. This is 
because  soil  dust  and  sea-salt  aerosols  have  shorter  lifetimes  and  lower  optical  extinction 
efficiencies  than  the  major  anthropogenic  types  which  are  sulphates  and  smoke  from biomass 
combustion [Seinfeld and Pandis 1998, p. 1143].

AOT is  enhanced  in  the  Northern  Hemisphere  versus  the  Southern  Hemisphere  because  most 
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anthropogenic  sulfate  is  produced in  the  Northern  Hemisphere.  The most  important  source  for 
stratospheric aerosols are big volcanic eruptions, e.g. Mt. Pinatubo 1991, which inject high amounts 
of  SO2 into the stratosphere that react to H2SO4 [Grabner 2003]. The volcanic eruption of Mt. 
Pinatubo in June 1991 brought a global-mean decrease of solar irradiance at the earth surface of 
about 5W/m² in the period immediately following the eruption [Seinfeld and Pandis 1998]. The 
global-mean stratospheric aerosol optical thickness at    = 550 nm following the eruption of Mt. 
Pinatubo on the Philippines is shown in Fig. B.6. 

Aerosol layers tend to be relatively transparent at infrared wavelengths (more transparent than in the 
VIS). Hence radiative effects of aerosols an the Earth's energy balance are mainly confined to the 
solar region of the spectrum. An exception is given by the mineral dust particles, which can have a 
significant absorbing component [Seinfeld and Pandis 1998, p. 1143].

Beside the decrease of solar irradiance volcanic plumes can be also a serious hazard for jet engines.  
The eruption at  the Eyjafjallajökull  volcanic system (also known as Eyjafjöll  volcano)  in 2010 
started with 20th of March, led to air travel disruption for several days with large parts of European  
airspace closed to air traffic. Many more countries were affected as flights to and from Europe were 
canceled.

Angströms empirical relation with the wavelength  in µm (microns) given by

a= 
−

 (42)

describes the wavelength dependency of the Aerosol Optical Thickness abbreviated as AOT or as 

symbol a . This quantity is often also called Aerosol optical depth. Because usually more than one 

aerosol type is in the atmosphere, the size spectrum is inhomogeneous. To get exact results the AOT 
values for every aerosol type can be added up.

a = ∑i ai
= ∑i i 

−i
 (43)

The  (Angström) turbidity coefficient  is the AOT at 1 µm (micron), and   is the  (Angström) 
wavelength exponent [Eck et al. 1999]. The wavelength exponent is a characteristic number for the 
kind/size of particle and is greater, when the particle size is smaller.

Sometimes    is also called imprecisely Angström coefficient, often in connection with MERIS 
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Fig. B.6: Global-mean stratospheric AOT at 550 nm [Seinfeld and Pandis 1998]



papers, eg. [Santer et al. 2006, p. 23] where the proof that indeed the wavelength exponent is meant, 
can be seen in the equations on the same page.

The relations  (42) and  (43) are accurate only for a special type of size distribution called Power 
Law  or  Junge  (size)  distribution.  The  departure  from  the  Junge  distribution  often  introduces 
curvature in the ln 

a  using (42) versus ln   relationship [Eck et al. 1999, p. 31,337] e.g. in Fig.
C.15. To account for this a second-order polynomial can be used:

ln a = a0a1 ln a2 ln 
2

 (44)

The Junge  size distribution is stated by [Liang 2004]:

dN
dr p

r p = C r p
−  (45)

Eq. (45) is often used in atmospheric science, where dN  is the number of particles per cm3  of air 

having radii in the range r p  to r pdr p . It is implicitly assumed, that the number distribution is 

not a discrete function of the number of molecules but a continuous function of the radius r p .  C  

and    are constants with values from 2 to 5  have been suggested [Seinfeld and Pandis 1998, 

p. 426] for  . This distribution function assumes that the aerosol number concentration decreases 
on log-log coordinates in a straight line with slope − . It should be used with caution because it is 
only over specific size ranges accurate, and usually not applicable for aerosol size below 0.05 µm. 
An extensive, good understandable introduction for the different types of  aerosol distributions can 
be found in [Seinfeld and Pandis 1998].
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B.1.4 Reflectance signatures

For classification of objects and ground types knowledge of their reflectance signatures is very 
important. Therefore a definition of Reflectance and planetary Albedo is useful:

The Reflectance R  is defined for a diffusely reflecting surface (lambertian surface) as  

R  =
 L

 , V 0

E
 (46)

where L
 , r  is the spectral radiance at the sensor and E  is the spectral irradiance perpendicular to 

the surface, and 0 = 1 sr  for correct units on both sides of the equation.

Satellites can't measure surface reflectance directly because of the Atmosphere in between. So there 

is the so called planetary albedo R p  or TOA reflectance often used, which is the reflectance of 

ground and atmosphere. It is defined over the whole solar spectrum as

R p S ,S , V , V  =
 LV S ,S , V ,V ⋅0

cos S  S 0
 (47)

with   as the azimuth angle (which is always defined to increase clockwise) applied on the sun and 

view position (Fig. B.7). R p , with consideration of the general wavelength dependence, is

R p  , S ,S , V ,V  =
 L

 , V  , S ,S , V ,V ⋅0

cos S  S , 0 
 (48)

and was established to normalize the variations of the incoming solar radiation cos i⋅S0 . 

Fig. B.7: Illustration of the coordinate system used in this thesis.
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The planetary albedo is in general dependent of the viewing and the incoming direction [Liang
2004,  p. 7]  and  [NASA 2009]. S0  is  the  flux  density  of  solar  energy,  integrated  over  all 
wavelengths, on a surface oriented perpendicular to the solar beam at the Earth's orbit. The mean 

solar constant S0  averaged over one year is about 1370 W m-2 [Seinfeld and Pandis 1998, p. 33]. 

For calculation of S0  the eccentricity e =  DSE

DSE 
2

 of the earth's orbit, with DSE  as the distance 

between  sun  and  earth,  has  to  be  considered  so  that  S0 = e⋅S 0 .  The  eccentricity  can  be 

determined after [Grabner 2003, p. 12] and [Liang 2004, p. 8] by 

e = 1.0001100.034221 cos 0.001280 sin 
0.000719 cos 2 0.000077sin 2  

       (49)

with   = 2 d
n
−1/365  where  d n  is  the  day  of  the  year  between  1  to  365  without 

consideration of a leap year. The maximum error deviation of e  is 0.000 1.

1.4.1 Planetary albedo signatures

[NASA 2010], "The pigment in plant leaves, chlorophyll, strongly absorbs visible light for use in 
photosynthesis." In optical terms vegetation is often characterized by the  Normalized Differential 
Vegetation Index ( NDVI=NDVI i ,i ,v ,v ) with usage of planetary albedo data e.g. Fig. B.9.

NDVI =
R p , NIR−R p ,VIS

R p , NIRR p ,VIS
 (50)

with R p , NIR i , i , v ,v =
 LNIR

cos i S 0, NIR
 and analogous definition for R p , VIS .

A zero means no vegetation and close to +1 (0.8 - 0.9) indicates the highest possible density of 
green leaves (Fig. B.8). 
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Fig. B.8: NDVI example. Unhealthy or sparse vegetation reflects more visible 
and less near-infrared light. [NASA 2010]

Nearly all satellite Vegetation Indices use this difference formula to quantify the density of plant 
cover. MODIS uses an NDVI- like Index with wavelengths 1.24 and 2.12 µm for characterizing the 

"greenness". The equation for NDVI SWIR  is Eq. (59). It is applied in (61) to estimate reflectance at 

0.66 µm from reflectance measurements at 2.12 µm.

Fig. B.9: Generated from Aster and Landsat data during a remote sensing 

course. R p =
 L

 , v⋅0

cos i  S , 0
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1.4.2 Surface reflectance signatures from planetary albedo

To get surface reflectance values from planetary Albedo the effects of atmospheric propagation need 
to be corrected, using a radiative transfer program. One possibility is 6S (Second Simulation of a 
Satellite  Signal  in  the  Solar  Spectrum Vector Code),  downloadable as Fortran Code or directly 

executable on the homepage (  http://6s.ltdri.org/ ).  An important input value is the  a  at  550 nm 

which can be estimated e.g. from MODIS data.  Together with other atmospheric conditions 6S 
executes an atmospheric correction, where the input data for the first left datapoint in Fig. B.12 is 
depicted in  Fig. B.10.  Fig. B.11 shows the atmospheric correction result, which is a part of the 
output, for the run in Fig. B.10.

Fig. B.10: Input data for result in Fig. B.11

Different values for the reflectance of the target type (within the orange dashed line in Fig. B.10) 
have no influence on the result part for the atmospheric correction, since this variable is the output 
quantity  which is called atmospherically corrected reflectance in Fig. B.11.
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Fig. B.11: Input apparent reflectance is the planetary albedo value for the first data point at left in 
Fig. B.12. Assumed, although in reality more complex, was a lambertian behaviour. The 
result of 0.0462 for Reflectance is used in Fig. B.12. 

Fig. B.12: With 6S calculated (atmospherically corrected) Reflectance R  values for 
mediterranean vegetation in the near of  Lake Garda at 2008-05-27 and 

comparison with planetary Albedo R p .

Reflectance signatures which can be found in the literature are depicted in Fig. B.13 to Fig. B.14.

Between 0.35 µm and 0.70 µm absorption at the pigments of plants dominates, so reflectance has in 
this range values below 20% (Fig. B.13).
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Fig. B.13: Reflectance R   of different surfaces 
[script to the lecture 'Grundlagen der FE']

The  reflectance  rises  to  about  50%  for  photosynthetic  active  vegetation  (depending  on  the 
vegetation type and state) at  the "red edge" which is between 0.70 and 0.75 µm. At 1.35µm it 
decreases gradually due to absorption by water. 

The  atmospherically  corrected  ARVI  (atmospheric  resistant  vegetation  index)  was  developed 
originally for the MODIS sensor. For MERIS it is defined as [Santer et al. 2006]:

ARVI =
R

NIR
− R

rb

RNIR Rrb
with R

rb
= R

r
− R

b
− R

r
  (51)

Where  R
r ,  R

b ,  and  R
NIR  are  reflectances,  corrected  for  gaseous  absorption  and  molecular 

scattering observed respectively in the red, blue and near-infrared channels (for MERIS 443 nm, 
670 nm, and 865 nm). 

With it's self correction property this index is about 4 times less dependent on atmospheric effects 
than the NDVI. But "the degree of resistance of the ARVI to atmospheric effects depends on the 
success in finding a single value of   that reduces the atmospheric effects significantly at global 
scale", [Santer et al. 2006]. 

A value close to 1.3 for   corresponds to dark dense forests [Santer et al. 1999] but beside that it is 
also written in [Kaufman and Tanré 1992] that   mainly depends on the aerosol type. 

The ARVI  thresholds TARVI   for nadir observation are defined to depend on solar zenith angle, 
AOT at 550 nm,  Angström wavelength exponent and  . Diagrams for threshold determination can 
be found in [Santer et al. 2006, p. 19]. [Santer et al. 2006, p. 19], "The value of   has not generally 
a great impact on the ARVI  threshold except for small particles, for which a   value near 1.3 is 
more robust.

Fig. B.14 shows the reflectances for different snow and ice types although the depiction in the 
infrared  is  not  optimally.  Except  the  dirty  glacier  ice  the  snow  and  ice  surfaces  have  high 
reflectances in the visible, but decreasing in the infrared.
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Fig. B.14: Reflectance signatures of snow and ice [Maurer 2002]

B.1.5 Pearson's correlation coefficient and enhancement with 

the Bootstrap method

The last sub chapter of B.1 Basics remembers the conventional most popular correlation coefficient 
(Pearson's linear product-moment correlation) [Trauth  2007], and introduces the Bootstrap method 
which is applied in the experimental part in Ch. C.3, and C.5. Pearson's linear product-moment 
correlation is given by 

r xy=
∑i=1

n
xi−x yi−y 

n−1 s x s y

 (52)

with  sx  and  s y  as the estimated standard deviations of the quantities  x  and  y  respectively. To 

remember,  the  Pearson's  correlation  coefficient  not  only  takes  the  linearity  between  the  two 
quantities x  and y  into account, but also considers the noise of the data points. This can be seen in 

the correlation results in Fig. B.15, where in both diagrams the y  values are generated by using the 
relation  y=3x  but in the lower diagram these  y  values is a standard normal distributed noise 
multiplied with the average of the y values superimposed. The red regression line is in the upper 
diagram not visible because it is superimposed by the data point markers, however it is the same as 
in the lower diagram..

In  Fig.  B.16,  diagrams  a)  to  c),  more  examples  are  shown  with  their  resulting  correlation 
coefficient.  In a) is a normally distributed data cluster with two as mean value and one as the 
standard deviation. Diagram b) shows the same dataset with an additional outlier, so the Pearson's 
correlation coefficient has increased from 0.10 to 0.68. After increasing the absolute (x,y) values of 
this  outlier,  the  correlation  coefficient  again  rises  up  and  gets  with  0.84  relative  close  to  one 
although the rest of the dataset is just a random bivariate data cluster.

To get better results, the bootstrap resampling scheme is used which is a further development of the  
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Jackknife method, which repeatedly resamples the original data set with N data points by choosing 
N-1 sub samples N times [Trauth  2007]. The mean value of the correlation coefficients of these sub 
samples gives a better statistical quantity for dependence assessment.

Fig. B.15: In both diagrams the y values are related to x with  y = 3x  but in the 
lower diagram a normal distributed random noise with the mean value  
of the y-values as standard deviation is superimposed.

This can be seen in  Fig. B.16 part d) where the Bootstrap Method is used to calculate the mean 

correlation coefficient  rmean  for the data in c) with 1000 sub samples, depicted as a histogram. 

There are two clusters and so it can be easily seen, that there has to be an outlier in the cluster with  
the high correlation.  The Bootstrap Method also delivers  a  lower mean correlation value (0.59 
instead of 0.84) and so decreases the distorting influence of the outlier.
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Fig. B.16: Correlation coefficient for various sample data: 
a) random scatter without a linear correlation,
b and c) same random scatter but with an outlier each causing a 

misleading value of r,
d) histogram of Bootstrap samples generated with values from c), and  

the mean value of the Pearson's correlation coefficients of the 
Bootstrap samples 
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B.2 Retrieving AOT from space

B.2.1 Overview

Various types of optical sensors are used for the retrieval of aerosol:

•• Imaging radiometer  (e.g. MODIS)
The channel wavelengths are not selectable. 

•• Imaging spectrometer (e.g. MERIS).

Here the channel wavelengths are selectable, but the system usually operates at the same 
wavelengths (pre-selected) 

•• LIDAR satellites (CALIPSO)

•• Multispectral multiangular imaging  sensors (e.g. Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer 
MISR) 

•• additionally measurement of polarization (POLDER)

whereas the latter two deliver additional information on angular characteristics of aerosol scattering 
and surface reflectance. This is also useful because of the strong angular dependence of scattering 
(phase function). The measurement of polarization (POLDER) is useful for separating the Rayleigh 
and aerosol scattering part.

B.2.2 Physical approach

Spaceborne measurement systems like MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) 
and MERIS (Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer) measure the solar radiation reflected by 
the earth surface and atmosphere. 

The  measured  scattered  radiation  can  be  described  by  the  source  function  for  scattering  (19) 
introduced in B1.2.3 Scattering and again written here 

∂ I
 , s , G

∂ z
= n⋅〈 s 〉

1
4 
∫4  I  p d  '  

emission can be neglected because of the low temperatures of the atmosphere.

Although, if the zenith distance of the sun is low and in consequence the signal decreases with the 
scattering phase function, this is not really a problem because the propagation path through the 
atmosphere  is also in this case long enough. 

Aerosol remote sensing over land from space is  a very difficult  task because of the often high 
reflectivity of the earth compared to the aerosol scattering signal in the backscattering region. That 

means that in general L p  is small against Lr  in Eq. (53). To get a better signal, dark surface areas 

are chosen. There are different methods to detect these dark pixels. The classic Dark Object Method 
relies on pixels by assuming that there are in every picture pixels (e.g. shadows) where surface 
reflectance is  negligible.  This Method was extended for e.g.  MODIS and MERIS (B2.4.2.3) to 
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Dense  Dark  Vegetation (DDV)  pixels.  Vegetation  has  low  reflectance  in  the  visible  range. 
Combined with measurement at 2.1 µm (Fig. B.13) vegetation can be identified by MODIS [Vidot
et al 2008]. Because MERIS upper wavelength is limited to 1.04 µm, Vegetation is identified for 
MERIS using the Atmospherically Resistant Vegetation Index (ARVI).

Fig. B.17: The most important contributions to the reflected solar radiation on the satellite 
radiance [script to the lecture 'Grundlagen der FE']

The most important contributions on the satellite radiance Lsat  are ( Fig. B.17):

•• scattered radiation from the atmosphere in sensor direction L p

•• reflected radiation Lr '  of the environment , scattered in sensor direction

•• and the contribution of the total (direct plus diffuse) solar radiation reflected by the observed 

surface and directly transmitted to the sensor, expressed by Lr

That gives following first order approach considering absorption and scattering: 

Lsat = L p Lr '
E dir cos S Edif


Rsurf e

−
cos 

V



Lr

 (53)
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Additionally a multiple scattered flux due to the trapping mechanism can be considered for the 
surface illumination (Fig. B.18), which depends on the environment of the target and corresponds to 
the successive reflections and scattering between the surface and the atmosphere.

Fig. B.18 Trapping mechanism [Vermote et al. 2006a]

If the spherical albedo of the atmosphere is noted AA , the term Lr  changes:

Lsat = L p Lr '
Edir cos i Edif

 1 Rsurf AA Rsurf
2 AA

2  ... Rsurf e

−
cos 

r
  (54)

For a power series of the following form  applies if any desired term ∣x∣1 :

1
1 x

= 1− x x2− x3 x 4− x5± ...  (55)

The product Rsurf AA  is smaller than one, so (54) can be transformed to

Lsat = L p Lr '
Edir cos i Edif


⋅

1
1− Rsurf AA

Rsurf e

−
cos 

r
  (56)

Based  upon  Eq.  (47)  which  is  R p S , S , V , V  =
 Lv S ,S , V ,V ⋅0

cos S  S0
,  the 

measured radiance Lsat  can be transformed into planetary albedo [Vermote et al. 2006a]:

R p = Ra
Edir cos S  Edif

cos S  S 0
tt S 

1
1− Rsurf AA

Rsurf tup V tdif ' V 
t
t


V


 (57)

where the reflectance of the atmosphere Ra  is directly connected to the radiance L p .

Assumed that tdif ' v= tdif v  and tup=tdown  gives [Vermote et al. 2006a] and [Levy et al.

2009, p. 26]:

R p = Ra
Rsurf

1− Rsurf AA

⋅t t S ⋅t t V   (58)
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B.2.3 MODIS

The  Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) has the aim, among others, to explore 
the climatology of aerosols and to find the sources and sinks of specific aerosol types like sulphates. 
To do so, MODIS makes measurements of sunlight reflected by the Earth's atmosphere and surface, 
as well as emitted thermal radiation at 36 wavelengths between 0.41 and 14 µm. 

MODIS operates on two NASA satellites namely Terra (since December 1999) and Aqua (since 
May 2002), each in a sun-synchronous polar orbit in about 700 km above the earth. Terra crosses 
Europe near 10:30 local solar time (morning orbit), while Aqua crosses Europe near 13:30 local 
solar  time  (afternoon  orbit)  [Koelemeijer  et  al.  2006].  MODIS  views  a  swath  about  2300 km, 
resulting in  near  daily global  coverage of  Earth's  land/ocean/atmosphere system.  This  swath is 
broken into five-minute 'granules', each about 2030 km long [Levy et al. 2006, p. 4]. 

Terra was the first satellite which delivered aerosol data over land operationally. Before MODIS, 
aerosols could be detected only over dark vegetation. The operational algorithm over land uses data 
of the three channels (0.47, 0.66 and 2.12 µm) to retrieve the AOT at 0.55 µm and the fine mode 
[Levy et al. 2006]. The AOT is only retrieved for cloud-free pixels, and over surfaces that are not 
too bright [Koelemeijer et  al.  2006].  The retrieval is more accurate over ocean than over land, 
because the reflection by water is relatively low and  homogeneous. The classification coarse mode 
is usually defined for particles with a diameter  d ≥ 2µm  and fine mode for  d  2µm  [Graedel
and  Crutzen  1994,  p. 101].  The  coarse  mode  contains  natural  aerosols  like  dust  from deserts, 
whereas emissions caused by civilization are smaller like the biomass burning or the air pollution 
by industry.

2.3.1 Organization of the MODIS DATA

The data products are discriminated for their source, where the denomination MOD is for Terra and 
MYD for Aqua product. Analogous to MERIS data products, the retrieved data is depending on the 
processing status assigned to different levels (higher with increased processing):

Raw counts → Level 0 (L0)

Calibrated Radiance → Level 1B (L1B)

Orbital swath granules

of geophysical products → Level 2 (L2)

Global gridded products → Level 3 (L3)

Quality assessment (B2.3.2)is an important element in the sequential data reduction from Level 0 to 
Level 3. Level 2 MODIS Atmosphere products, retrieved from MODIS instrument and ancillary 
data, are grouped into Hierarchical Data Format (HDF) files based upon the general categories of 
aerosol, column water vapour, cloud, atmospheric profiles, cloud mask, and joint atmosphere (see 
also C2.2.3 Processing of MERIS and MODIS data with MATLAB).

The Aerosol product from Level 2 (MOD/MYD 04_L2) e.g. contains aerosol type, AOT, particle 
size distribution, and more. Every such parameter within a MODIS product hdf-File is named as a 
Scientific Data Set  (SDS).  Level 3 Atmosphere products, which contain hundreds of 0.1° x 0.1° 
global gridded parameters/statistics derived from the L2 products, are grouped into HDF files by 
temporal period: daily, eight-day, and monthly.
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2.3.2 Quality assessment

Within MODIS Atmosphere products,  the term  QA (quality assessment or quality assurance) is 
loosely defined to include a wide variety of flags that detail (1) confidence or quality, (2) retrieval  
processing  path,  (3)  retrieval  status  or  outcome,  (4)  retrieval  method,  (5)  data  or  scene 
characteristics and (6) meta data or ancillary input source. For the Aerosol product, the Runtime QA 
flags  are  stored  in  three  Scientific  Data  Sets   Cloud_Mask_QA,  Quality_Assurance_Land,  and 
Quality_Assurance_Ocean where the Cloud_Mask_QA contains information about the intensity of 
cloudiness and the surface type.[Hubanks 2007]

The retrieval is assigned a final Quality Assurance Confidence value  (QAC) that ranges from 0 (No 
Confidence or Fill data) to 3 (very good quality). In the SDS Quality_Assurance_Land usefulness 
and confidence flags are separately for 470 nm and 660 nm. Because AOT at 550 nm is indirectly 
retrieved from reflectance at 470 nm (Fig. B.28) there is no Confidence flag for this. [Levy et al.
2009, p. 46]

Detailed  reference  on  decoding  QA flags  for  MOD04_L2  and  MYD04_L2  can  be  found  in 
[Hubanks 2007, p. 10-15].

2.3.3 MODIS Aerosol Level 2 Products

The Level 2 Aerosol Product (04_L2) contains several SDSs which can be divided into two groups: 
One is the "Land and Ocean group" which contains Aerosol data over landmasses and oceans 
together e.g.:

•• Image_Optical_Depth_Land_and_Ocean (IODLO)

•• Optical_Depth_Land_and_Ocean (ODLO) 

- the other is where Land and Ocean retrievals are assigned to different SDSs e.g.

•• Corrected_Optical_Depth_Land (CODL).

The "Land and Ocean group" is useful if data from both is needed together, but may not give the 
same results as Land or Ocean separately [Kleidman et al. 2008]. The advantages of the latter are 
that more wavelengths and more information about quality are contained. 

There are several different Aerosol parameter products. Remarkable is that the product 
Angstrom_Exponent_Land, which is calculated from the 0.47 and 0.66 µm data has a poor match 
with the reference data from  AERONET (a global, ground based network of research quality sun 
photometers) [Kleidman et al. 2008]. Also the SDS Optical_depth_ratio_small_land (Fine Model 
Weighting) do not exhibit significant correlation with ground truth and thus, should be used for 
diagnostic purposes only [Remer et al. 2009].

2.3.3.1 IODLO, ODLO and CODL

Image_Optical_Depth_Land_And_Ocean  should  not  be  used  quantitatively  over  land,  it  is  not 
constrained to high value QAC [Remer et al. 2009]. It [Levy et al. 2009, p. 73], "...  reports all valid 
(non-fill value) AOT, over land and ocean, regardless of QAC value. This product can be used to 
trace aerosol plumes and make aerosol maps, but should not be used for quantitative studies." (Fig.
B.19). 

In opposition to IODLO the Optical_Depth_Land_and_Ocean (ODLO) product excludes retrievals 
with confidence level  (QAC) = 0 (Fig.  B.21,  Fig.  B.24).  Although [Kleidman et al.  2008] and 
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[Remer et al. 2009] state that retrievals in ODLO are constrained to QAC = 3, this is not true as can 
be seen by the own analysis (Fig. B.20,  Fig. B.21) and confirmed by [Levy et al. 2009, p. 73]. All 
confidence levels greater than zero are accepted then.

Although  the  short  term  denominations  of  IODLO  and  ODLO  (and  also 
Corrected_Optical_Depth_Land)  imply to be values for (total) optical thickness ( ) these are all 

indeed AOT value  (a) products [Kleidman et al. 2008, p.22].

The Corrected_Optical_Depth_Land (CODL) product is the  retrieved AOT at 0.47, 0.55 and 0.66 
 µm. 

Fig. B.19: Examples for the different AOT products [Kleidman et al. 2008]

As written in [Remer et al. 2005, p. 972] and [Levy et al. 2009, p. 73], CODL is the recommended 
spectral product over land, and  Effective_Optical_Depth_Average_Ocean (not shown here) is the 
recommended  spectral  product  over  ocean.  (These  two products  where  also  the  only validated 
MODIS AOT products available until 2005 [Remer et al. 2005, p. 961].)  But over land, caution is 
advised over brighter surfaces (e.g. desert fringes), over topographically rugged terrain and over 
areas of expected sub pixel  snow  (e.g.  melting snow fields).  Additionally,  the over land AOT 
product should be used with caution over highly urban surfaces.  To ensure sufficient quality for 
quantitative use, these products should be filtered by QAC (QAC > 0 over ocean and QAC = 3 over 
land) [Levy et al. 2009]. 

Some sample pictures generated with MATLAB are shown in Fig. B.20 to B.25. In the Pictures 
which are approximately fitted to the Austria boundaries, the circle indicates the averaging radius 
(Ch. C2.2.4.2) in these pictures (but not evaluated) with 12 km true to scale. This radius varies in 
the experimental part. 
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Fig. B.20: Confidence Level 0 consists of retrievals with no confidence and fill values 
(missing data)

Fig. B.21: ODLO excludes QAC = 0  retrievals
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Fig. B.22: CODL includes also a small number of  "No Confidence" values from Level 0, 
e.g. at 47.7°N, 15.6°E which are filtered out for ODLO in Fig. B.21

and the same for middle Europe:

Fig. B.23: In the Quality_Assurance_Land product ocean retrievals are always assigned 
Level 0 for QAC
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Fig. B.24: ODLO is only for 550 nm available

Fig. B.25: CODL excludes ocean retrievals
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2.3.4 MODIS specifications overview

An overview of  the  specifications  is  given in  Table  1,  the same specifications  for  the MERIS 
spectrometer are given in Table 3.

Type: Moderate imaging spectroradiometer

Bands:

[Levy et al. 2009, p. 4]

36 channels between  0.412 to 14.2µm

Resolution and Swath 
width:

[Levy et al. 2009, p. 8]

up to 250m (to get better signal to noise ratio averaged to 10km)

On board of: Terra and Aqua (both NASA)

Orbit:

[NASA 2009b]

sun-synchronous, 705km, 10:30 a.m. descending node (Terra) or 1:30 p.m. 
ascending node (Aqua)

Launched in: Terra since 1999 and Aqua since 2002

Uncertainties:

[Remer et al. 2009]

Over ocean AOT products:

•• ODLO (over oceans only)

•• and others

at 550 nm, 660 nm and 870 nm are validated to be within

 a =±0.04 ±0.05a , when constrained to QAC values >= 1.

Over land AOT products:

•• CODL

•• ODLO

◦◦ over land only is automatically QAC > 0 

•• and others

derived  at  550 nm,  these  products  have  been  validated  to  within 
 a =±0.05 ±0.15a , when constrained to QAC = 3. Other wavelengths 

have not been explicitly validated. 

Table 1: MODIS specifications overview

MODIS (over land) does not have enough sensitivity to retrieve aerosol better than ±0.05  (Table
1).  So it  is  possible to get also negative AOT values considered to be good retrievals,  and are 
assigned QAC=3. The algorithm permits retrieval of small negative AOT values within the error 
bounds to avoid arbitrary biases in long-term statistics. [Levy et al. 2009, p. 73]

Over  ocean  the  accuracy  is  higher,  so  retrievals  of  negative  AOT  are  NOT  permitted  and 
automatically forced to zero and the QAC lowered to zero.

In Table 2 and Fig. B.26 are the channels shown used in the aerosol retrieval.  
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Band # Bandwidth

[nm]

Mean wavelength 

[nm]

Weighted Central wavelength

[nm]

Rayleigh optical 
thickness 

1 620 - 670 645 646 0,052

2 841 - 876 859 855 0,016

3 459 - 479 469 466 0,195

4 545 - 565 555 553 0,096

5 1230 - 1250 1240 1243 0,004

6 1628 - 1652 1640 1632 0,001

7 2105 - 2155 2130 2119 0,001

Table 2: Characteristics of MODIS Channels used in the aerosol retrieval [Levy et al. 2009]

Fig. B.26: MODIS channels within the solar spectrum. Red numbers indicate the Band numbers 
which are used for Aerosol retrieval (#26 is used for cirrus correction) [Levy et al. 2009]. 
[Picture from: http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/MODIS ]
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2.3.5 MODIS Over Land Algorithm for remote sensing of tropospheric 
aerosol over dark targets

The major  challenge for  performing atmospheric  retrievals  from satellite  is  separating the total 
observed  reflectance  into  atmospheric  and surface  contributions,  and then  defining  the  aerosol 
contribution.  Over  the  ocean,  the  surface  is  nearly  black  at  red  wavelengths  and  longer,  so 
assuming negligible surface reflectance in these channels is a good approximation.  [Levy et  al.
2009, p. 37], "Over land, however, the surface reflectance in the visible and SWIR is far from zero 
and varies over surface type." So MODIS uses two totally different algorithms for generating ocean 
and land products, but all current aerosol products are in approximately 10 km (10 x 10) resolution. 

Here only the MODIS aerosol LAND algorithm is described. It relies on finding dark targets, so it  
is unable to make retrievals over bright surfaces such as deserts. For improvement a new algorithm 
called Deep Blue was developed. Deep Blue relies on the blue wavelengths and libraries of surface 
reflectance to make retrievals in these areas [Kleidman et al. 2008]. The algorithm is described in 
Fig. B.27 and Fig. B.28. This is the most recent version (V5.2) and has new aerosol optical models 
and assumptions how the 2.12 µm channel relates to surface properties [Levy et al. 2009]. 

MODIS  data  are  organized  by  Collections.  A  Collection consists  of   data  products  that  were 
generated by similar, but not necessarily the same, versions of the algorithm. (A complete history of 
changes to the algorithm over the course of the MODIS mission can be found online at http://modis-
atmos.gsfc.nasa.gov/MOD04_L2/history.html

Over  vegetated  and  dark  soiled  surfaces,  the  surface  reflectance  in  some  visible  wavelengths 
correlates with the surface reflectance in the SWIR. The reason is the combination of absorption of 
visible light by chlorophyll and infrared radiation by liquid water in healthy vegetation [Levy et al.
2009, p. 37]. These relationships are such that the surface reflectance values in the visible (blue and 
red channels) are  nearly fixed ratios of that in the SWIR. 

As applied within Collection C004_L (and all previous versions), surface reflectance in the blue (at 
470 nm)  and  the  red  (660 nm)  channels  were  assumed  to  be  one-quarter  and  and  one-half, 
respectively, of the surface reflectance in the mid-SWIR 2.1 µm channel (60) ( [Remer et al. 2004] 
states the last as measured reflectance at TOA, because the optical thickness at 2.1 µm is small → 
Fig. B.26). 

[Koelemeijer et al. 2006, p. 5306], " Fine-mode particles (including secondary aerosols, and a part of the 
primary aerosols from traffic and industrial sources, and biomass-burning aerosols), which dominate the 
AOT in most of Europe, have a negligible optical thickness at 2.1 µm, allowing almost direct observation 
of the surface." The assumption no longer holds when the atmosphere contains many large particles. This 
may be problematic in semi-arid areas in Southern Europe that also have frequent episodes of advection 
of Saharan dust. For this and other reasons, AOT retrievals are restricted to situations where the measured 
reflectance at 2.1 µm is below 0.25.

These relationships are noted as  VISvs2.1. With introduction of C005_L the relationships became 
more complex (61), but the principle behind stayed the same. Except for urban areas, most surfaces 
seem to have VISvs2.1 surface relationships that vary as a function of their "greenness". So [Levy
et al. 2009, p. 42] asked themselves if it is possible to relate the (surface) reflectance relationships to 
a  vegetation  index.  The  Normalized  Difference  Vegetation  Index  NDVI  (50)  can  be  heavily 

influenced by aerosol so they found the NDVI SWIR  the most promising. The relationship is
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NDVI SWIR =
R p , 1.2− R p , 2.1

R p , 1.2 R p , 2.1
 (59)

where R p , 1.2  and R p , 2.1  are the MODIS-measured reflectances of the 1.24 µm channel  and the 

2.1 µm channel, which are much less influenced by aerosol (except for heavy aerosol or dusts). 

[Levy et al. 2009, p. 42], "In aerosol free conditions NDVI SWIR  is highly correlated with regular 

NDVI .  A  value  of  NDVI SWIR0.6  is  active  vegetation,  whereas  NDVI SWIR0.2  is 

representative of dormant or sparse vegetation." 

Fig. B.27: Algorithm V5.2 for Collection C005-L(and); simplified. (Part I)

The data used in this thesis is from the Collection 5. This is the newest available Collection. The 
C005-L(and) algorithm (V5.2 and beyond) is a complete overhaul [Levy et al. 2009, p. 26].    

In the beginning (Fig. B.27) the measured reflectances are organized into boxes which have a size 
of 10km by 10km at nadir. An individual image scene is called a granule and consists of a 5-minute 
swath of data [Levy et al. 2009]. The planetary albedo values of the MODIS Level 1b granule are 
corrected for water vapour, ozone and carbon dioxide before the algorithm proceeds. Then a rough 
filter discards pixels with clouds, snow, ice or inland water (for details refer to Masking over land
surfaces 2.3.6).     

Pixels with a measured reflectance between 0.01 and 0.25 at 2.12µm are then checked by their 
brightness.  The  brightest  50% and  darkest  20% of  pixels  defined  with  R p ,0.66  are  discarded. 
According to [Remer et al. 2004], the idea behind discarding the concerned pixels is to eliminate 
pixels possibly contaminated by cloud shadows or odd surfaces at the dark end or residual cloud 
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contamination and odd surface at the bright end.

If then there are at least 12 residual pixels, the algorithm proceeds with Procedure A, otherwise 
Procedure B with setting the Quality Assurance Confidence (QAC) level to zero.

Fig. B.28: Algorithm V5.2 for Collection C005-L(and); simplified. (Part II)

Procedure A:

More remaining pixels result  in a higher QAC level (max. 3).  The appropriate fine and coarse 
aerosol model is assigned separately, dependent on place and time. 

For all identified dark pixels, the surface reflectances at 0.47 µm and 0.66 µm ( R0.47 , R0.66 ) are 
calculated. Whereas for the Collection 4 of the MODIS Land Algorithm the following statistical 
relationships were used [Remer et al. 2004]:

R
0.47

= 0.25 R
p ,2.1

R
0.66

= 0.50 R
p ,2.1  (60)

was this part revised so now the following dependencies are used:
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R
0.66

= f R
2.1,

NDVI
SWIR

, R
0.47
= g R

0.66,


 
(61)

The exact equations for the relationships in (61) can be found in [Levy et al. 2009, p. 45].

After selecting the fine model aerosol type Look-Up Table (LUT) and the course model aerosol 
LUT, the reflectances have to be corrected for elevation because the estimated surface reflectances 
are dependent on the TOA reflectances with height. ([Levy et al. 2009, p. 38], "The LUT spectral 

reflectance  is  interpolated  for  geometry  and  AERONET  measured  a ,  thus  estimating  TOA 

reflectance over a black surface (path reflectance). ")

Then [Levy et al. 2009], "analogous to the ocean algorithm's combination of fine and coarse aerosol 
modes,  the  land  algorithm  attempts  to  combine  fine-dominated  and  coarse-dominated  aerosol 
models (each composed of multiple modes) to match with the observed spectral reflectance." The 
calculated wavelength dependent planetary albedo is the weighted sum of the fine mode (  ) and 
coarse mode portions

R
p
= ⋅R

p , f
 1− ⋅R

p ,c
  (62)

with  R
p , f
  and  R p , c  as  functions of the surface reflectance and the atmospheric  path 

reflectance of the different aerosol models. Thereby also the physically not possible values -0.1 and 
1.1 are allowed, in order to reach a higher flexibility of the algorithm. For all values of the fine 
mode =−0.1, 0, ... , 1.1  the data base of forward computed TOA reflectance is searched  to find 
a value, that exactly matches the MODIS measured reflectance at 0.47µm.. When found, the  related 


a ,0.55  can be taken from the LUT.

Aerosol is not directly retrieved at 0.55µm because there is no relationship between that channel 
and the surface reflectance at 2.13µm analogous to the equations (61) [Remer et al. 2004]. Another 
reason is that the reflectance at 0.55 µm over DDV is higher than at 0.47 and 0.66 µm (B1.4.2 
Surface reflectance signatures from planetary albedo). But because of the importance of the 0.55 
µm wavelength in climate modeling and analysis the MODIS retrieval provides a value for that 
wavelength using the wavelength exponent.

Procedure B:

The determination of aerosol properties is also possible, if the condition of at least 10% dark pixels 
is not achieved. In this case the QAC is set to zero, that means a low accuracy. The upper limit for 
R

p , 2.1  is a function 0.25 f 
S

,
V
  with the maximum value of 0.4, because with increase of the 

photon's way the influence of the atmosphere on the measured spectral intensity increases, and the 
contribution from the surface reflectance becomes less important [Remer et al. 2004, p. 12]. This 
effect amplifies with shorter wavelength, so in the blue (0.47µm channel) the ratio of surface to 
atmosphere signal contribution is smaller than in the red. 

A retrieval  is  only  performed  if  at  least  12  pixels  of  a  granule  are  below  the  upper  limit 
0.25 f 

S
,

V
  0.40 . Because here, in contrast to Procedure A, only one wavelength is used, it 

is not possible to discern between dust and non-dust aerosol and therefore only the continental 
model is used.
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2.3.6 Masking over land surfaces

Masking of cloud contamination

The following criteria are used for the detection of clouds:

•• spatial standard deviation of TOA reflectance of the 

◦◦ 0.47µm channel > 0.0025

◦◦ 1.38µm channel > 0.003

•• absolute value of TOA reflectance in the 

◦◦ 0.47µm channel > 0.4

◦◦ 1.38µm channel > 0.025

If only the last condition is false (1.38µm reflectance < 0.025) then cirrus contamination is allowed 
but with QAC set to zero. For a more detailed discussion refer to [Levy et al. 2009, p. 86].

Masking of snow and inland water  

A pixel is considered as snow or ice contaminated (see Fig. B.14) if the condition

R
p ,0.86

−R
p ,1.24

R p ,0.86R p ,1.24
 1  (63)

is fulfilled and if the brightness temperature of the 11µm MODIS thermal band is less than 285K 
[Levy et al. 2009]. Water is determined by computing the NDVI (50) but with negative sign.

−NDVI =
R

p ,0.66
−R

p ,0.86

R p ,0.66R p ,0.86
(64)

If this ratio is greater than 0.1 then the pixel is considered as inland water.
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B.2.4 MERIS

Fig. B.29: Position  of MERIS (red) on ENVISAT [ http://envisat.esa.int ]

The Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) is one of the main instruments (red in Fig.
B.29) on board of the ENVISAT (ENVIronmental SATellite) of the ESA. The sensor measures as 
MODIS the sunlight reflected at earth surface and atmosphere.  [ESA 2010], "The 1150 km wide 
swath is divided into five segments covered by five identical cameras having corresponding fields 
of view with a slight overlap between adjacent cameras. 

Type: Programmable, medium-spectral resolution, imaging spectrometer operating 
in the solar reflective spectral range

Bands: 15 spectral bands, each of which has a programmable width and location in 
the range of 390nm to 1040nm

Resolution and 
Swath width:

68.5° field of view around nadir covers as swath width of 1150km with a 
resolution of 1200m at the ground

Onboard of: ENVISAT (ESA)

Orbit: Sun-synchronous with an equator crossing time of 10 a.m. Local time

Launched in: February, 2002

Uncertainties: +/- 4% in reflectance; absolute uncertainties of the vicarious calibration of 
MERIS over land are found between 3 and 7%, depending on the accuracies 
of the available ground truth data

Table 3: MERIS specifications summarized from [Vidot et al. 2008, p. 3722 -3723]

The MERIS instrument was developed to get information about the chlorophyll and suspended parts 
content and the sediment layers of the oceans, and to derive bio-geophysical variables over land 
surfaces.

The investigation of the atmosphere was not a main objective of the sensor, so the spectral range is 
restricted to the visible near-infrared part of the spectrum between 390 and 1040 nm . In opposite to 
MODIS the  instrument has the capability to change its band position, width and gain throughout its 
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lifetime. In accordance with the mission goals and priorities of this instrument, the following table 
(Table  4)  of  15  spectral  bands  has  been  derived  for  oceanographic  and  interdisciplinary 
applications.

Table 4: MERIS spectral bands with application . At 442.5 nm 
also the AOT is determined. [ESA 2010]

An overview of the specifications is given in Table 3, the same specifications for comparison with 
the MODIS spectroradiometer are given in Table 1.

2.4.1 Smile Effect

Because every pixel along an image row has it's own Set of CCD sensors, slight variations in the 
wavelength ~ 1 nm at every pixel are observed. Although this is small in comparison to the typical 
bandwidth of 10 nm, nevertheless disturbances in the processing algorithm are possible. This effect 
is corrected for Level 2 products. It also appears useful to improve the Rayleigh computation by 
accounting for the smile effect at short wavelengths [Santer et al. 2006, p. 12].
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2.4.2 MERIS algorithm

The algorithm described in Fig. B.31 consist of 3 main parts:

Dashed: Pixel identification, pressure retrieval, and digital elevation map (→ B2.4.2.1) 

Continuous: Production of surface reflectances and generation of the aerosol product (→ B2.4.2.2)

Dotted: Surface reflectance model for MERIS aerosol remote sensing over land  (→ B2.4.2.3)

2.4.2.1 Pixel identification, pressure retrieval, and digital elevation map

Before a correction can take place, the MERIS pixels need to be associated with the proper target 
algorithm processing branch, i.e.  ocean, land, atmosphere (clouds). So,  the pixels are identified 
based on tests for spectral dependencies of the MERIS signal at specific wavelengths or an apparent 
barometric pressure derived from the O2 absorption. [ESA 2010]

Water at nadir is in general darker than land surfaces, whereas this difference is greatest in the NIR. 
But it is proved, that at 865nm adjacency effects are stronger than at 665 nm [Santer et al. 1997, 
p. 6]. With adjacency effects is meant that for small size inland waters, the signal of water at 865nm 
may be substantially contaminated by the generally bright environment.

Discrimination bright surfaces  - clouds over land

In the spectral range (759 to 770nm) the solar radiation measured at the top of atmosphere depends 
mainly on the O2 absorption and therefore on the surface elevation (Fig. B.30).

Fig. B.30:  MERIS monochromatic atmospheric transmission for 
the O2 absorption band region. [Santer et al. 2006]

The O2 absorption can be retrieved by a two band ratio with MERIS measurements. This ratio is 
defined as the quotient of the reflectance in the oxygen A-Band (760nm) to the reflectance in a 
spectrally adjacent non-absorbing channel (754nm) [Santer et al. 1997, p. 30]. This ratio is well 

correlated to the product  ma p2  [Santer et  al.  2006],  where  m
a  is the air  mass and  p the air 

pressure at the elevation of the reflecting surface . In case of clouds p  refers to the height of the 
cloud top. 
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From the ECMWF data base the pressure corrected for terrain elevation in form of a digital map is  
extracted. The difference between the cloud top pressure  p  and the ECMWF pressure is usually 
high.  So  discrimination  of  clouds  and  bright  surfaces  such  as  glitter  is  based  on  a  pressure 
difference threshold [Santer et al. 1997]. 

Fig. B.31: Production of surface reflectances, determination of the aerosol model over specific pixels 
and generation of the Aerosol Product after graphics (green and blue shaded in this figure) and 
text (black shaded) from [Santer et al. 2006] with supplements after [Santer et al. 1997] (red 
shaded)

2.4.2.2 Production of surface reflectances and generation of the aerosol product

Starting  from  the  TOA reflectance  R p ,  the  first  module  performs  the  gaseous  and  Rayleigh 

correction with the ozone content, surface pressure and a digital elevation map (to account for the 
elevation to get the actual surface pressure) as auxiliary data. 

Outputs from the Rayleigh module are surface reflectances in 13 MERIS bands (oxygen and water 
vapour bands are excluded). [Santer et al. 2006], "Then pixels suitable for aerosol remote sensing 
are  selected  as  Land  Aerosol  Remote  Sensing  (LARS)  based  on  the  use  of  the  Atmospheric 
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Resistant Vegetation Index (ARVI) to select them. The last module applies on these pixels to remote 
sense the aerosols." The output is the aerosol product which consists of the AOT at 440 nm and the 
Angström wavelength exponent.

2.4.2.3 The surface reflectance model for MERIS aerosol remote sensing over land

Introduction

MERIS aerosol remote sensing over land is based on the use of pixels covered by vegetation. Dense 
Dark Vegetation pixels are selected using the ARVI as spectral index.

Because  MERIS does  not  have  the  possibility  to  determine  surface  reflectances  with  radiance 
measures at 2.13 µm and using VISvs2.1 relationships (→ B2.3.5 MODIS Over Land Algorithm for
remote sensing of tropospheric aerosol over dark targets) predefined reflectance models for DDV 
pixels are used. For the first MERIS processing DDV pixels were used after being selected by the 
ARVI → Eq. (51) [Santer et al. 2006].  

An auxiliary data file generated with POLDER provides the reflectances versus time and location. 
An example with predefined DDV reflectance for mid-latitude DDV model (winter and summer) is 
shown in Fig. B.32. The solid lines stand for the winter mid latitude DDV model and the dashed 
lines for the summer DDV model. The reflectances for vegetation are higher in the red than in the 
blue. The highest values are observed when the sun is at the zenith [Santer et al. 2006]. Fig. B.32 
does not show seasonal variations because the DDV reflectances are relatively season independent 
as long as there is no influence by snow [Santer et al. 2006]. 

Fig. B.32: "Dark Dense Vegetation reflectances at 443nm (stars) and 615nm (crosses) as a function of 
the solar zenith angles. Reflectances were calculated from LUT for a Nadir observation, 
considering a winter mid-latitude DDV model (solid lines) and a summer mid-latitude DDV 
model (dashed lines)" , [Santer et al. 1997].
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The POLDER DDV model

Above an ARVI threshold, TARVI, at a given wavelength, a standard DDV reflectance RDDV  is set 

to a constant value. Initially, 11 biomes and 20 DDV models have been selected from the POLDER 
imagery in order to include seasonality. [Ramon and Santer 2005]

During January and June 1997, the clearest days have been selected using the POLDER aerosol 
product.  Because the aerosol  loading was small,  the classical  NDVI has  been initially used to 
identify DDV occurances and derive DDV reflectance LUT's at 408, 443, 615, and 890 nm versus 
the solar angle. [Santer et al. 2006]

The extension of the DDV concept to the concept of LARS

The concept of detecting Dense Dark Vegetation pixels (DDV) by the ARVI was too restrictive in 
order to get a good spatial representation of the aerosols, so it was extended to brighter surfaces. 
This concept is called Land Aerosol Remote Sensing (LARS) (= albedo maps) and introduces better 
spatial resolutions but also higher errors in the AOT and Angström wavelength exponent values 
[Santer et al. 2006].

Preliminary results  indicated  a  simple  linear  regression  between surface  reflectance  and ARVI. 
Starting from the current DDV models, a slope   was defined, which describes the linear decrease 

of  R  with ARVI (within a  defined ARVI range)  [Ramon and Santer  2005, p. 1].  An extensive 
archive  of  MERIS  images  has  been  fully  corrected  from the  atmosphere  using  ground  based 
measurements. The outputs are the surface reflectances from which the new reflectance model was 
built. The new surface reflectance model is applied to LARS pixels for which the ARVI is above a 
threshold: LARVI .

Fig. B.33: LARS reflectance model

Its surface reflectance is shown in (Fig. B.33) and defined on the pixel with an ARVI ranging from

LARVI to TARVI+0.05 by the linear equation given in (65)[Ramon and Santer 2005].

RLARS m ,  , V , S ,V −S  =

C m RDDV  , V , S ,V −S   , m   ARVI−TARVI 
 (65)

where m  is the number of month , C  is a correction factor, and   is the from the DDV models 
defined slope.

From TARVI to higher ARVI values, the reflectance is defined by the previous DDV model with the 
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nominal values of the DDV reflectance associated to TARVI.

[Ramon and Santer 2005], "The new parameters to be determined are then  , at three wavelengths, 
and LARVI for each biome on a monthly basis." These parameters are retrieved with an algorithm  
described in detail in [Ramon and Santer 2005, p. 5] using white sky albedo maps with and without 
constraining on DDV. The principle is given in following chapter (B2.4.3). The term white sky 
albedo is a further integration of the planar albedo over all illumination directions. The relationship 

between reflectance and planar albedo (or black sky albedo in MODIS) AH  is defined after [Liang 

2004] as: 

AH i ,i =
1

∫0

2
∫0
 / 2

R i , i , v ,v cos v sin v d v d v  (66)

2.4.3 Invariant-Objects Method using lookup table to get (surface) 
reflectances as input data for MERIS

 Transforming (58) gives:.

Lsat = L p
Rsurf

1− Rsurf AA
⋅

cos S  S0

 0

⋅t t S ⋅t t V 
 (67)

which is used in the Look-Up Table  (LUT) method:

Assuming that there are some pixels in a scene whose reflectances are quite stable through time 
within images with different atmosphere conditions and a clear image "J" as  reference.

1. The  first  step  is  to  create  tables  of  the  variables  on  the  right  side  of  (67) 

 L
p

, A
A

, S
0

t
t


S
 t

t


V
   for  each  image  using  a  radiative  transfer  package  (e.g. 

MODTRAN or 6S) with two free variables (AOT and water vapor content). [Liang 2004, 
p. 198], "Since aerosol scattering effect is very small in the near-IR bands and water vapor 
absorption is weak in the visible bands, it might be possible to simplify the tables using one 
variable for each band."

2. The second step is to determine the reflectance of these "invariant" pixels of the reference 
image J under conditions which allow good assumptions for the values of AOT and water 
vapour content. The formula can be derived from (67):

Rsurf =
Lsat− L p

Lsat− L p  AA
cos S  S0

 0
⋅t t S ⋅t t V 

 (68)

3. [Liang 2004],  "The third step is  to  determine AOT and/or water vapor content  of other 
images  by  searching  these  tables  created  from the  first  step  and  matching  the  Top  of 

Atmosphere  (TOA)  radiance  Lsat  of  these  "invariant"  pixels.  In  this  step,  the  surface 

reflectances of these "invariant" pixels are the same as those in image J." 

For correcting single-viewing-angle imagery:

4. The last step is to retrieve surface reflectance of all pixels of all other images as soon as the 
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atmospheric variables  L
p

, A
A

, S
0

t
t


S
 t

t


V
   are known.

MERIS uses such generated reflectance maps for extending the Dense Dark Vegetation (DDV) 
concept (B2.4.2.3 The surface reflectance model for MERIS aerosol remote sensing over land).

The aerosol path radiance retrieval appears to be better at 412 and 443 nm than at 670 nm because 
first the aerosol signature decreases with wavelength and second because the LARS reflectance is 
better defined in the blue than in the red. That's why the AOT is given at 443 nm. [Santer et al.
2006, p. 25]

B.2.5 Previous comparisons between AOT retrievals from 

space and  AERONET retrievals

2.5.1 Evaluation of MERIS for land aerosol measurements

[Vidot et al. 2008] have chosen in an extensive investigation in 11 biomes located over the whole 
earth.  One  result  was  that  in  some  cases  MERIS  retrieves  a  very  high  value  compared  to 
AERONET  (AErosol  RObotic  NETwork),  which  is  a  global  network  of  ground  based  sun 
photometers. It was suspected that the MERIS algorithm couldn't recognize thin cirrus clouds as 
already [Höller et al. 2005] stated that the cloud-screening algorithm needs to be improved. So a 
limit for the standard deviation of the AOT in the blue within a scene was defined (" -Filter"). 

In Fig. B.34 the AOTs at 440 nm of the AERONET sun photometers are plotted against the AOTs at 
443 nm of the MERIS 2nd processing retrievals.  Fig.  B.35 is  the same as  Fig.  B.34 but with 
wavelengths in the red (676nm for AERONET and 670nm for MERIS). The aerosol retrieval in the 
2nd processing uses in opposite to the 1st processing with constraining on DDV pixels the LARS 
concept [Vidot et al. 2008, p. 3725].  

The correlation in the red is lower than in the blue. The reference AOT AERONET value in the red  
without sigma filter corresponds to 0.57 times the MERIS AOT value. Despite of an improvement 

to  a  factor  of  0.62  in  the  relation  a ,675nm
AERONET= 0.62 a ,670nm

MERIS  with   -Filter  MERIS  still 

overestimated AOT to a high extent.

As in Ch. 2.4.2 explained the O2 partial pressure values can also be used for cloud discrimination. 
This possibility however was not used in this study. Probably the pressure test would have brought 
better results because cirrus clouds can be distributed homogeneous, so the sigma filter is not the 
most efficient method to remove cirrus clouds [Vidot et al. 2008]. But according to [Rott 2009, 
personal communication] a relevant improvement of the results would be in question because cirrus 
clouds are often optically thin and there is little effect in the O2 spectral band.  

[Vidot et al. 2008] also stated that it is a problem, that for the LARS values, which are delivered 
also under hazy conditions by MODIS, a correction is needed. A solution could be to produce the 
LARS maps only on clear days but this is difficult to obtain globally (→ Ch. 2.4.3 Step 2).
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Fig. B.34: Scatterplot of AOT AERONET (440nm) versus 2nd processing AOT MERIS (443nm) in the 
blue  for the initial match-ups (a) and for the sigma-filtered match-ups (b).
[Vidot et al. 2008]

The MERIS/AERONET regression in the blue is with transformation of the Eq. in Fig. B.34 (a):

a , MERIS 443nm = 0.031.02 a , AERONET 440nm  (69)

Fig. B.35: Same as Fig. B.34 for AOT in the red. [Vidot et al. 2008]
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2.5.2 Evaluation of the MODIS over land aerosol measurements

The current V5.2 algorithm has been tested on a test bed of 6300 MODIS granules (each about 

2030 km long).  [Levy et  al.  2006,  p. 30].  The retrievals  of  total  a  at  550 nm meet  expected 

accuracy  levels  ±0.05±0.15 a  (from  Table  1).  MODIS/AERONET  a  regression  has  the 

equation

a , MODIS=0.031.01 a , AERONET  (70)

with  a correlation of 0.89 (Fig. B.36), where MODIS tends slightly to overestimate AOT. The 

global (the 6300 granules) mean of a  is 0.21."

Fig. B.36: MODIS  over land, compared with AERONET a  interpolated to 0.55 µm. The solid 

shapes and error bars represent the mean and standard deviation of the MODIS 

retrievals, in 20 bins of AERONET-derived a . The regressions are for the cloud of all 

points before binning (not shown). The expected errors for MODIS ±0.05±0.15 a  

are also shown. [Levy et al. 2006]

2.5.3 Comparison of the MODIS and MERIS system on the basis of the 
previous evaluations

In comparison to the scattering signal of the aerosols, the surface reflectance in the visible over land 
surfaces can be very high. To retrieve nevertheless aerosol properties MERIS and MODIS have 
different solutions:
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MODIS uses the additional possibility to search dark targets (NOT only dense dark vegetation) in 
the IR at 2.1µm with the advantage of having no absorption of the atmosphere at this wavelength. 
This system also determines the AOT with only small error and reliable error limits and seems to be 
a reliable instrument to determine AOT at large scale.

MERIS uses its concept of Dense Dark Vegetation (DDV) and uses the ARVI to find those pixels. 
This concept was later extended to brighter surfaces with the LARS concept (with dependence from 
MODIS reflectance maps) to reach better spatial resolution. 

MERIS had a real  problem in the red with a  big over estimation of the AOT and also a poor  
correlation. So it promotes the AOT in the blue instead, with a very similar, good regression to 
MODIS at 550 nm, but with lower correlation (MERIS without   -Filter  0.80; MODIS 0.89). It 
also misses the possibility to find dark targets at 2.1 µm. The O2 partial pressure at cloud surface 
was not evaluated at time of evaluation. So cirrus clouds were not detected sufficiently and the 
results were falsified.

B.3 Estimation of surface level PM from AOT

B.3.1 Limit values and definition

Exposures to particulate matter (PM) have frequently been associated with negative health effects 
and increased mortality. To protect against these negative effects, the EU has set two limit values for 
PM10 which  were  taken over  in  the  Austrian  law  Immissionsschutzgesetz-Luft literally law for 
immission safety law - air (IG-L,  this  abbreviation is  often displayed on Austrian freeways for 
reasoning a lower speed limit). The first limit value is the number of days with allowed exceedance 
of 50 µg/m³ daily mean PM10 concentration. The reduction on 25 days with begin of 2010 (Fig.
B.37) was already planned for some time past. The second limit value is the yearly mean PM10 
concentration of 40 µg/m³. [Environment Agency 2007]

However the scientists don't agree if limiting the mass concentration (easy to measure) is the right 
approach  for  the  lowering  of  health  risks,  because  these  depend  more  on  the  toxicity  of  the 
particulates.  For  example  seasalt  drops,  and desert  dust  are  chemically  harmless  [Schuh 2005] 
where others like heavy metals are not. Meanwhile it is also assumed that the fine mode (d < 2 µm) 
is significant more harmful, so it was started to measure also PM2.5 on a routine basis, but until 
now only with a comparatively to PM10 small number of stations. Limits for PM2.5 are proposed 
by the European Commission to become legal with 2010 [Koelemeijer et al. 2006].

PM10 denominates particles which have an aerodynamic diameter  approximate or smaller than 
10 µm; PM2.5 particles  are  approximately or smaller than 2.5 µm or more exactly:  a sampling 
system for PM2.5 collects per definition 46% of particulate matter with diameter smaller or equal to 
2.5 µm while  it  is  nearly zero  for  diameters  greater  than  4 µm [Nicolantonio  et  al.  2007].  For 
comparison red blood cells (erythrocytes) have a diameter of about 7.5µm [Faller and Schünke
1999, p. 262]. 
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Fig. B.37: Development of the maximum legal number of days with exceedance of the 
daily mean limit value of 50 µg/m³ for PM10 [Environment Agency 2007]

B.3.2 Determination from AOT

Two main factors in the relation between AOT and PM are the relative humidity and the vertical  
aerosol distribution [Nicolantonio et al. 2007]. Eq. (21) constrained on AOT gives:


a
=∫0

∞


a
 z⋅

a ,ext
 , z ⋅dz (71)

with a  as the mass concentration of aerosols [µg/m3] and a ,ext  as the aerosol extinction cross 

section per unit  mass [m²/µg].  With the assumption,  that  the aerosol  mass concentration in  the 
atmospheric  boundary layer is mixed thoroughly up to height  z = H

mix  it follows from the last 
equation that


a
≃H

mix


a
0 

a ,ext
 ,0  (72)

For the ratio of scattering coefficient for humid to dry particles named as humidification factor

F rh=
a ,ext


a ,ext , dry

 (73)

[Randriamiarisoa et al.  2006] with rh  as relative humidity [%], the following relations apply

F rh = 1−
rh  z 
100

1−
rh 0
100

−

for rh z   rh 0

F rh  = 1 for rh  z  ≤ rh0

 (74)

In  [Nicolantonio  et  al.  2007]  the  Hänel  growth  coefficient    for  PM2.5  was  set  to  1.04  as 
suggested from [Randriamiarisoa et al.   2006]. Under consideration of the equations  (72) -  (74) 
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follows for the PM2.5 mass concentration with 2.5, dry  and 2.5, ext , dry  at ground niveau:


2.5,dry

≃
1

2.5,ext ,dry 


2.5


F  rh H mix
     [Nicolantonio et al. 2007] (75)

where the subscripts 'dry' and '2.5' refer to particles in dry conditions with diameter up to ~2.5 µm. 
Based on the Mie theory it can be shown, that for particles with a diameter between 0.1 to 2  µm the 
maximum  extinction  efficiency  is  reached  at   ≈ 500nm .  So  for  estimation  of  the  PM2.5 
concentration with e.g. MODIS data the AOT at 550nm should be used. The humidification factor 
in the last equation considers the growth of the aerosol scattering in dependence on the relative 
humidity. Additionally,  dividing by F  rh  accounts for the fact that the AOT is measured under 
ambient  (humid)  conditions,  while  PM  is  determined  after  heating  the  air  sample,  and  hence 
pertains more to the dry aerosol mass [Koelemeijer et al. 2006]. Dividing the AOT by the height of 
the mixing layer, accounts for the effect of dilution of the surface concentrations due to vertical 
mixing. 

B.3.3 Previous correlation investigations

[Nicolantonio et al. 2007] investigated PM2.5 retrievals based on equation (75) using MODIS data 
from  June  and  July  2004  over  Northern  Italy.  The  result  was  a  RMSD  of  4.4 µg m-3  and  a 
correlation coefficient of 0.87 between the satellite-based and ground based PM2.5 measurements.

[Koelemeijer et al. 2006], "Various studies in the USA have reported good temporal correlations 
between satellite-derived AOT and PM2.5 surface concentration measurements in parts of the USA. 
In general, promising correlations are found between 1-month time-series of AOT and PM2.5 for 
many stations in the Eastern and Midwest USA. Other stations, however, particularly in the Western 
USA, show hardly any correlation."

Eq.  (75)  is  analogous to  the  approach of   [Koelemeijer  et  al.  2006,  p. 5312],  which  defined a 

"meteo-scaled" AOT a
*

 for better correlation (compared to simple satellite estimated AOT)  with 

PM10 and PM2.5:

a
* =

a

H mix⋅ f rh 
 (76)

H mix  is again the mixing layer height, and the function f rh  describes the increase of the aerosol 

extinction cross-section with relative humidity, and is proportional to the average projected area of 
the aerosol particles.

Meteorological data (boundary layer height, relative humidity) were extracted from the ECMWF 
archive  and analysed.  Hourly mean values  for  PM2.5  and PM10 data  were obtained from the 
AIRBASE database (C.2.4). The AOT is estimated by MODIS at 550 nm; the evaluated wavelength 
is only one time stated [Koelemeijer et al. 2006, p. 5307].

It showed that (Table 5) H mix
−1

 even shows a higher correlation with PM than the AOT. Also can be 

seen that  a
*

 correlates better with PM2.5 than with PM10 although the correlation of just AOT 
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with PM10 and PM2.5 is nearly the same. 

Table 5: Average correlation coefficients of time-series of hourly average PM data with several 
parameters. ( Chosen table contents from [Koelemeijer et al. 2006] )

[Koelemeijer et al. 2006] also studied the time-correlations between PM and a , f
*

 using the fine-

mode AOT from MODIS, but these correlations were found to be identical as those with a
*

.
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C Experimental part 

C.1 Measurement region

C.1.1 Location

All measurements used in this thesis are retrieved at the indicated locations within Fig. C.1. The sun 
photometer (SPM) (Ch.  C.2.3) was stationed at the  University of Natural Resources and Applied 
Life  Sciences  Vienna,  or  simply  BOKU  (derived  from  its  German  name  Universität  für  
Bodenkultur, literally University for Soil Culture). Also the satellite based AOT measurements relate 
to the location of the BOKU (within a variable distance which is stated at each measurement result 
in the further chapters). The weather station is also situated there (C2.1.1). Further measurements 
are  the  PM measurements  at  the  ground station  Schafbergbad (Ch.  C.2.4)  and  the  atmosphere 
soundings from the ZAMG Hohe Warte (Ch. C2.1.2). 

The BOKU is situated in the northeast of the city at the coordinates 48.24°N, 16.33°E ( 48°14'N, 
16°20'E). There it is near the Kahlenberg in 3.8 km NNE direction, which is a 484 m high mountain 
and famous scenic overlook in the 19. District of Vienna, and the Baumgartner Wald (wood) 7 km 
to the west.

Fig. C.1: ZAMG as starting point of the soundings, BOKU with SPM site and weather 
station, and the PM10 measuring ground station '"Schafbergbad" in 2.9 km from 
the BOKU. picture: [ http://maps.google.at/ ]
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The radius of the urban area of Vienna is about 10 km. The neareast city to the center is Eisenstadt 
(SSE) with a distance of 40 km. Bratislava, the capital of Slovakia, is in 55 km east direction.  

C.1.2 Meteorological conditions

1.2.1 Climatology

Winds from Northwest get accelerated by the narrow between the Bisamberg, and the hills on the 
other side of the Danube (Fig. C.1). In the cold months November to March cold air is frequently 
trapped in the Pannonian Basin (Fig. C.2) which is situated between the easterly margin of the Alps, 
and the Carpathian Mountains. This cold air can only be removed by long-lasting stormy west and 
Northwest winds [eduhi 2010]. 

Fig. C.2: Pannonian Basin [ http://maps.google.at/ ]

Yearly averaged winds in the Vienna basin are dominated by the western direction, followed by the  
weaker winds from NW to NNE and the important winds from SE [eduhi 2010]. In summer, west 
winds become more important, in winter winds from SE which then carry cold air from the 
Pannonian Basin. With reaching the south easterly city border with its industry the concentration of 
air pollutants increases significantly. Then often at the ascending slopes in NW of Vienna fog  is 
generated. This is special, because combinations of fog and strong winds are rare in other parts of 
Austria. In summer the Hungarian plain can reach high temperatures, so wind from SE gets hot, dry, 
and dusty.
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1.2.2 Forest Fires in Austria and South Europe 2007

April is usually a month with frequent changes in the arrival of polar and subtropical humid air.  
However in April 2007 the Atlantic fronts crossed Europe in the north caused by prolonged high 
pressure conditions.  Consequently April  2007 was very dry in the middle and south of Europe 
[ZAMG 2007,  Schlegel et  al.  2007]. The distribution of forest  fires in 2007 was similar to the 
distribution in  2003 (Fig. C.3). Half of the fires in 2007 occured in April, but these forest fires were 
too small to be identified by the MODIS Rapid Response System which delivers near real time 
pictures with marked fires [Gossow et al. 2009]. 

Fig. C.3: Distribution of forest fires in Austria in 2003 [Gossow et al. 2009]

Especially destructive, considering summer of 2007, were the series of Greek forest fires, until they 
were put out in early September. The first major fire in Greece started on June 28, the most lethal 
infernos broke out on August 23 (Fig. C.4). However, as was also tested with backward trajectory 
analyses using the NOAA HYSPLIT Model ( http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/HYSPLIT.php ), these fires were 
too far away and too easterly to show significant influence for the PM estimations in the evaluation 
period of 24.4.2007 to 31.7.2007 in Vienna.  

Fig. C.4: Greek forest fires at 25th of August 2007
[ http://rapidfire.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov ]
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C.2 Used data

C.2.1 Meteorological data

2.1.1 BOKU weather station

Archive raw data from the BOKU weather station of the Institute of Meteorology is free available 
under http://www.wau.boku.ac.at/wetter.html .

On  the  website  it  is  stated  that  the  deployment  on  the  roof  of  Schwackhöfer-house allows 
representative wind measurements for big parts of vienna (Fig. C.1). In this thesis wind, humidity 
and precipitation data is used, where the last are presented in  Fig. C.27, and in  Fig. C.5 together 
with daily PM10 concentration from the Airbase database (C.2.4 AirBase). It can be seen that nearly 
all PM10 trailing edges are associated with precipitation . 

Fig. C.5: Time series of daily precipitation at the BOKU and daily PM10 
concentration at the ground station Schafbergbad in the year 2007

2.1.2 Soundings

The  Central  Institute  for  Meteorology and Geodynamics (ZAMG) executes  four  times  per  day 
atmospheric soundings at the location Hohe Warte (48.25°N, 16.37°E) (Fig. C.1). Sounding data is 
used in C.5.3 Correlation between PM10 and PM10*(AOT, MLH, rh) at the BOKU.
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C.2.2 AOT data from satellite measurements

2.2.1 MERIS

The used MERIS data are a level 3 product produced by earth observation value added industry 
(freely made available for this product) whereas the used MODIS data are level 2. For this thesis 
from MERIS AOT only retrieved at 443 nm over Austria was available. It was shown with MERIS 
data [Vidot et al. 2008], that the retrieval of AOT values leads to bigger mistakes in the red than in 
the blue (Ch. B2.5.1). So a short wavelength in the visible has the advantage of higher accuracy in 
AOT retrievals compared with higher wavelengths. 

2.2.2 MODIS

Under http://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/data/search.html the atmospheric retrieval data can be chosen and 
after confirmation with the  Load button, the user gets instructions how it can be downloaded for 
free from ftp://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/orders/ . 

All MODIS data used in this thesis are downloaded with following settings:

•• Satellite: Terra MODIS

•• Group: Terra Atmosphere Level 2 Products

•• Products: MOD04_L2 - Level 2 Aerosol

•• Collection: Coll 5 AQUA/TERRA Forward and Reprocessing

2.2.3 Processing of MERIS and MODIS data with MATLAB

MERIS and  MODIS data  come  in  (*.h5)  and  (*.hdf)  format  respectively,  where  both  formats 
include data and meta data. There are several freely available programs for depiction either *.h5 or 
*.hdf. But some tasks were not possible with these programs especially automatising the readout of 
AOT values to generate datasets and advanced data analysis. So MATLAB was chosen for nearly 
all evaluation tasks.  Some useful explanations in reading and processing *.hdf satellite data with 
MATLAB can  be  found in  [Trauth   2007],  and in  the  program help  under  the  function  name 
hdfread. In the Appendix in  and  it is shown how this function was implemented to depict MODIS 
files. MERIS data is read out with hdf5read, which is also documented in the MATLAB program 
help. Both functions hdfread and hdf5read are part of the Image Processing Toolbox which is fee 
required available for MATLAB.  

2.2.4 Assignment of the MERIS and MODIS data

The satellite data (MODIS and MERIS) are organized in a matrix, with different coordinates for 
every element, called grid point in this thesis. The grid point coordinates, at which AOT values are 
determined, changes for every MODIS *.hdf file in opposite to the Level 3 product in MERIS, 
where in every *.h5 file the position of the next grid point to the BOKU is the same (always western 
in  0.19 km distance).  Because  of  that  and  the  different  grid  distances  (C.4 Evaluation  of  the
availability of the MODIS and MERIS AOT data for 2008), two different limits have been defined 
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to classify if a value of one system is comparable with a value from the other:

2.2.4.1 Least distance limit 

To assign a matrix element to an arbitrary destination (the BOKU), the coordinates of all of the 
matrix elements are compared with the destinations coordinates and the value of the grid point with 
the coordinates least distant to the destination is assigned, if the distance is below a defined limit in 
the given case. 

2.2.4.2 Averaging radius limit

In some parts of this thesis the grid point values also get spatially averaged for two reasons: first the 
MODIS grid points have a greater distance than MERIS of at least 10 km from each other. Second, 
it helps to get more results (because of data holes) and especially in the case of MERIS it should 
limit stochastic deviations.  The area in which the averaging is done is limited by a circle with its 
centre in the coordinates of the destination and a radius which is called in this work  averaging 
radius (in Fig. B.20 to B.22 true to scale with 12 km).
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C.2.3 AOT reference data from Sun photometer

The  sun photometer (SPM), whose data are used, measures the AOT at 4 different wavelengths 
(368, 412, 501, and 861 nm). With these values the wavelength exponents and turbidity coefficients 
for  different  ranges  were  determined  ( 1412nm... 861nm ,  2 368nm... 501nm   and 
1412nm... 861nm ,  2 368nm... 501nm  respectively). All these values were retrieved and 

calculated by Prof. Dr. Mario Blumthaler1 and Dr. Axel Kreuter for the time range from 25.4.2007 
to 31.7.2007 at the BOKU. They also collected additional data and sky photos. These photos are 
produced by a 'Canon Powershot' photocamera with a Nikon fisheye objective in use. From the 
additional data the stratospheric O3 concentration was used to create Fig. C.8 and Fig. C.11.

2.3.1 Description of the measurement equipment

2.3.1.1 Sun photometer unit

The SPM unit (Fig. C.7) consists of a Precision Filter Radiometer (PFR) based on a sun tracker unit. 

The PFR was developed at the World Radiation Center Davos. [WRC 2010], "It is a research grade 
instrument to measure direct solar irradiance in 4 narrow spectral bands centred at wavelengths 
recommended by World Meteorological Organization for the determination of atmospheric aerosol 
optical thickness." The interference filters are within a constant temperated housing and very stable. 
The PFR also  has  a  built-in  pressure  sensor  to  allow tightness  monitoring.  Here  the  Standard 
version N was in use with 4 channels at the wavelengths 861, 500, 412 and 368 nm and a FWHM 
(Full Width at Half Maximum) bandwidth of 5.0 nm for every central wavelength. 

The advantage of using these bands is that they are not influenced by the highly time and space 
variable water vapour (Fig. C.6). 

Fig. C.6 Absorption spectrum for the atmosphere [Seinfeld and Pandis 1998]

Main processes within these spectral bands are Rayleigh-Scattering at the molecules of the clean, 

dry atmosphere (R ), absorption by O3 (O3 ) and NO2 (NO2 ), and scattering and absorption at 

aerosols (a ). [Grabner 2003, p. 57, 58]

The sun tracker unit is from the company Kipp & Zonen. The used type 2AP                                      
( http://www.kippzonen.com/?product/2141/2AP.aspx ) was extended by a cylinder for a higher standing 
position.

1 Division for Biomedical Physics, Innsbruck Medical University
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2.3.2 Determination of AOT from the SPM

With the considered wavelengths the AOT is given by


a
= −

O3
−

NO2
−

R  (77)

where    can  be  calculated  from  L  = L0  e
−

.  The  radiance  L  is  the  PFR  measured 

variable  and  L0  the  extraterrestrial  solar  radiance.  For  determination  of  O
3
 and  NO

2
 the 

concentration of the constituents is used. From the PFR wavelengths even the 501 nm band is little 
influenced  by  ozone  as  the  simulated  values  with  the  MATLAB  interface  tool  for  SBDART 
( http://www.paulschou.com/tools/sbdart ) show (Fig. C.9 and C.10). The difference in optical thickness 
with ozone layer and "without" ozone layer is also in Fig. C.10 only 0.01 so the ozone contribution 
is with the used PFR wavelengths negligible. 
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Fig. C.7: The PFR is mounted (left side) on the sun tracker 2AP which is fixed on an 
additional cylinder for a higher standing position.
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Fig. C.8 shows the variation of the daily O3  with a minimum of 287 DU and a maximum of 389 DU 
together with the daily averaged AOT values at 501 and 861 nm . It shall be considered for all SPM 
daily averages that these result always from measurements only during the timespan where the sun 
is over the horizon. In Fig. C.11 O3  values are plotted versus AOT. It is obvious that the influence 
from O3 on the optical thickness is eliminated in the AOT at 501 nm.
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Fig. C.8: Daily mean stratospheric ozone and daily averaged in situ SPM AOT 
values for the coordinates of the BOKU in the year 2007



Fig. C.9: Simulation with SBDART; ozone value is the minium value from Fig. C.8. 
TOPDN is the incoming TOA spectral radiative flux density, BOTDN the same 
on the ground with and "without" ozone layer each. Exact values at 501 nm on 
the ground: 1443 without and 1428 W m-2 µm-1 with ozone layer. 

Fig. C.10: Same as Fig. C.9 but with the maximum value from Fig. C.8. In the diagram is 
nearly no difference visible. Exact values at 501 nm on the ground: 
1443 without and 1423 W m-2 µm-1 with ozone layer. 
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Fig. C.11: Scatterplot, linear regression, and correlation for SPM AOT at 501 nm 
vs. stratospheric ozone  (April 25 to July 31 in the year 2007)

For R  Blumthaler and Kreuter used the formulas according to [Bodhaine et al. 1999] (refer to 

chapter B1.3.1.2), however there are also more simple but less exact formulas

 (B1.3.1.1 Curve fitting approaches). In every case for R  calculation the air pressure is needed. 

2.3.3 Retrieved data

The SPM data are  retrieved with  one minute intervals.  For  a  better  presentation  of  day-to-day 

variations  a ,   ,  and    are  plotted  as  daily  averages  in  the  Figures  C.12,  C.13,  and  C.14 

respectively. Because of the curvature in ln 
a  versus ln  , which originates from departure of the 

Junge size distribution (45), two different values for  , and   were determined from Blumthaler 
and Kreuter.

1  and 1  are calculated from the AOT values at  412 and 861, 2  and 2  from the AOT values at 

368 and 501 nm. An example how the curvature limits the valid range of a wavelength exponent - 
turbidity coefficient pair is presented in Fig. C.15. In this double logarithmic diagram the relation 

between  ln a  and  ln   is in the ideal case linear, with slope  − . However caused by the 

curvature, the straight lines can't include all measured AOT values. 

In Fig. C.12 it can be seen that, also within the small range of 368 nm (which is within the UVA 
range) to 861 nm, the AOT decreases strongly with increasing wavelength. This tendency is strong 
and expressed by a higher   for an atmosphere containing typical anthropogenic aerosols [Seinfeld
and Pandis 1998, p. 1143], which are usually smaller than pollens, plant fragments, and sea salt. 
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Fig. C.12: Daily averages of SPM AOT measurements (87 points ) from 
 April 25 to July 31 in the year 2007

Fig. C.13: Daily averaged wavelength exponents in the year 2007
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Fig. C.14: Daily averaged Angström Turbidity Coefficients in the year 2007

Fig. C.15: The natural logarithm of the AOT vs. the natural logarithm of the wavelength; 
the wavelength exponent and turbidity coefficient which belong to a specific 
line are calculated from the at 10th of June (15:33 UTC) measured SPM AOT 
values with the same colour.

The AOT measurements  which are repeated every minute are  distributed on the daily hours as 
shown in Fig. C.16. One reason for the inhomogeneous distribution is, that if the sky is cloudy and 
obscures the sun (e.g. convection clouds) no AOT measurement is possible.
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Fig. C.16: Number of valid SPM AOT measurements per daily from 
April 25 to July 31 in the year 2007

2.3.4 The apparent reverse daily course of the AOT 

There are  also very low AOT values  shown in  Fig.  C.17 which originate  prevalently from the 
measurements in the morning and afternoon, as can be seen in Fig. C.18 and Fig. C.19. 

Fig. C.17: SPM AOT measurements for each minute for April 25 to July 31 in the year 2007 
(same as Fig. C.12 but without averaging). 

The bars in Fig. C.18 and Fig. C.19 are already divided by the number of measurements per hour, so 
they are independent of the inhomogeneous temporal distribution of measurements. For example 
about 52% of the AOT retrievals between 4 and 5 UTC over the whole period from 25.4.2007 until  
31.7.2007 were below 0.2, in the evening this part is even higher. 

This is different from other observations [Grabner 2003] reporting, that low AOT values are more 
probable at midday justified by the shrinkage of particles with decreasing relative humidity.
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Fig. C.18: AOT measurements which resulted in AOT at 501 nm < 0.2 relative to the total 
number per hour.

Fig. C.19: Same as Fig. C.18 but with AOT < 0.1

Also for the other measured wavelengths a similar behaviour was observed. However especially on 
high pressure days with weak ground pressure gradients without clouds e.g. the 21. July 2007 (Fig.
C.21 and  Fig. C.22) the behaviour is in accordance to [Grabner 2003] with highest AOT in the 
morning and afternoon similar to the daily behaviour of relative humidity (Fig. C.20). 

Fig. C.20: Decrease of relative humidity at the BOKU on 
21-7-2007
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Fig. C.21: SPM measured AOT for each minute on the 21st of July 2007 as an example for 
the daily course of AOT on cloudless days under high pressure conditions

08 UTC 12 UTC 16 UTC

Fig. C.22: Sky photos taken from the BOKU at 21st of July 2007

As stated in C1.2.1 Climatology especially in summer west winds become very important for 
Vienna. This can also be seen in Fig. C.24 to Fig. C.26. There winds from west get the highest 
speeds. Within the daily SPM measurement time window, strong winds over 18 km/h were most 
probable between 9 and 14 UTC (Fig. C.25) which is in accordance to Fig. C.23. 

It can be also seen that the dry wind from SE increases from the morning to the midday . This was 
also stated by [Welzenbach 2010, personal communication] and leads to a higher PM advection 
from the south easterly city border with its industry. This also seems to be one explanation that the 
minimas of AOT are not found at  midday. Another explanation can be (for the minimas in the 
evening) the convective precipitation  Fig. C.27 which mainly occurs in the afternoon. Lastly, the 
work and sleep times have also an influence on the traffic pollution which leads to a decrease of PM 
during the night and increase during the day. 
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Fig. C.23: Daily mean course of wind speed at the BOKU weather station 

Fig. C.24: Distribution of wind directions between 4 and 9 UTC for the period of April 25 to July 31 in the 
year 2007; numbers indicate relative number [%] in relation to all wind measurements within 
this time frame.
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Fig. C.25: Distribution of wind directions between 9 and 14 UTC for the period of April 25 to July 31 in 
the year 2007



Fig. C.26: Distribution of wind directions between 14 and 18 UTC for the period of April 25 to July 31 in 
the year 2007

Fig. C.27: Average precipitation per 2h measured at the BOKU.
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C.2.4 AirBase

The European air quality database (Airbase) compiled by the European Environment Agency is free 
available under 

http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/airbase-the-european-air-quality-database-2 .

It contains a collection of measurements, which are used to check compliance with the EU air-
quality limit values. Especially for PM10 most stations only deliver daily values.  

After  downloading  the  file  Airbase_AT_v4.zip and  extracting  the  inherent  file 
Airbase_AT_v4_rawdata.zip  more than 2800 files for different stations and parameters can be 
found. The file name contains information in the following way:

AT0164A
station

00005
component

00100
group

hour
retrieval period

.1−1−2000.31−12−2000
start and end date

Station, e.g.: AT (=Austria)

component, e.g.: 00005 … PM10 [µg/m3] 06001 … PM2.5[µg/m3]

To find out which of these files belong to which location the interactive map is very useful which 
can be found under http://www.eea.europa.eu/themes/air/airbase/map-stations .

The  PM2.5  measuring  station  AT0082A  (Vienna  Währinger  Gürtel)  could  not  be  used  for 
evaluations in this thesis, because it is set up for measuring the maximum PM loads directly at the 
street. A comparison to MERIS with its > 1.2 km or even MODIS with > 10 km resolution doesn't 
make sense. PM2.5 measuring stations are still  very rare, so the PM10 dataset from the station 
Vienna Schafbergbad is chosen as reference which measures the background PM load (→ p. 94).   
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C.3 Correlation of AOT values from MODIS, and 

MERIS vs. SPM

C.3.1 Preliminary notes 

MERIS measures AOT around 10:00 and MODIS around 10:30 local time. This is in the first case 
08:55 UTC considering that the location of Vienna is 16.33°E. The AOT values from SPM used 
here are averages for the bounded time span between 8 and 10 UTC (Fig. C.28). Caused by the 
restriction,  the number of data points decreases from 87 points for daily averages without time 
constraint (Fig. C.12) to 55. 

Fig. C.28: Daily averages of SPM in situ AOT measurements between 8 and 10 
UTC at the BOKU

The only available wavelength (without using the wavelength exponent    for extrapolation) for 
MERIS AOT retrievals in this thesis is 443 nm. So from MODIS the AOT at 470 nm was chosen as 
the nearest  of the three wavelengths of the CODL product and the data was constrained to a Quality 
Assurance Confidence flag (QAC) > 0. Then the correlations were proceeded with the nearest SPM 
wavelength each (412 nm for MERIS and 501 nm for MODIS).  
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C.3.2 MERIS AOT at 443 nm vs. SPM AOT at 412 nm

In Fig. C.29 the correlation between the MERIS retrieved AOT values at the nearest grid point vs. 
the SPM AOTs is plotted. The Bootstrap analysis retrieves that the 2 runaway values at around 0.5 
for MERIS AOT result in a high variance in the correlation of the different Bootstrap samples.  
That's because the number of data points is too small for statistical significance.

Fig. C.29: On top: histogram of the Pearson correlation of the Bootstrap samples
Bottom: Scatterplot, linear regression, and correlation

each with MERIS retrieved AOT(443 nm) at the grid point in 0.19 km distance  vs.  
SPM daily (8 to 10 UTC) averaged AOT(412 nm)

For retrieving a statistical more significant result the MERIS measurements are averaged within a 
distance of 2 km from the BOKU (Fig. C.30 and C.31). Therefore some missing values for the grid 
point evaluated in Fig. C.29 can be compensated and the number of  MERIS - SPM value pairs 
increases from 17 to 27 (Fig. C.31). The result in this figure is very similar to the results in Fig. 
C.32 and C.33, which are calculated with averaging radii of 3 and 6 km respectively.

The MERIS AOT product contains the highest number of runaway values considering MERIS, 
MODIS, and SPM which is obvious comparing Fig. C.30 with Fig. C.34 and especially shown for 
the whole year 2008 in Ch. C.4.  In Table 6 and 7 the sky photos and AOT maps for the runaway 
values > 0.9 are presented. The black circle in the maps shows the position of the BOKU and has 
for better visibility with 8 km the 4 times averaging radius. On all 4 days cirrus clouds are observed 
which is a hint that the cirrus detection is still insufficiently accurate as was also described by 
[Vidot et al. 2008] (B2.5.1 Evaluation of MERIS for land aerosol measurements) or the data was 
not reprocessed by the MERIS operators (in opposite to the MODIS data) until the start of 
evaluation in summer of 2009. Especially for the 15th of May it can be seen that nearly all values 
around Vienna are filtered out. But although the high AOT values are not considered in the 
correlation diagrams, because they don't have corresponding SPM measurements, there is no 
statistically relevant correlation with the SPM values.  
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Fig. C.30: MERIS retrieved AOT(443 nm) averaged within a distance of 2 km, 
and SPM daily (8 to 10 UTC) averaged AOT(412 nm)
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Fig. C.31: Correlation of the 2 km averaged MERIS values against the SPM 
values shown in Fig. C.30 (except the ones which don't have an 
opponent at the same day). 



29.4.2007 10:02 UTC 15.5.2007 09:59 UTC

Table 6: In situ Sky photos from the BOKU and 443 nm MERIS AOT map for the situations from
 Fig. C.30 in which the MERIS AOT was higher than 0.9

Fig. C.32: Correlation of MERIS retrieved AOT(443 nm) averaged within a 
distance of 3 km  vs. SPM daily (8 to 10 UTC) averaged AOT(412 nm)
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24.6.2007 09:02 UTC 13.7.2007 09:05 UTC

Table 7: Continuation of Table 6
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Fig. C.33: Correlation of MERIS retrieved AOT(443 nm) averaged within a 
distance of 6 km  vs. SPM daily (8 to 10 UTC) averaged AOT(412 nm)



C.3.3 MODIS AOT at 470 nm vs. SPM AOT at 501 nm

To get a a decisive number of valid data points here the maximum distance of the nearest grid point 
to the BOKU is set to 6 km. The results can be seen in Fig. C.34 and C.35. Opposite to MERIS the 
latter figure shows a reasonable correlation and mean correlation of the bootstrap samples with a 
value of 0.66. 

Fig. C.35: Correlation with the values shown in Fig. C.34 
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Fig. C.34: MODIS  retrieved AOT(470 nm) at the nearest grid point within a 
maximum distance of 6 km constrained to QAC > 0, and SPM daily (8 
to 10 UTC) averaged AOT(412 nm)



3.3.1 Influence of filtering according to the QAC flag with MODIS 

To show the influence of filtering according to the QAC flag also the dataset, which was generated 
by evaluating the nearest grid point from the BOKU within 8 km, is evaluated in the following. The 
results without QAC filtering are depicted in Fig. C.36 and C.37. 

Fig. C.36: MODIS  retrieved AOT(470 nm) at the nearest grid point within a 
maximum distance of 8 km, and SPM daily (8 to 10 UTC) 
averaged AOT(412 nm)

In Fig. C.36 are the two data points marked with arrows which are filtered out by the QAC > 0 
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Fig. C.37: Correlation with the values shown in Fig. C.36



criterion chosen for correlation calculation in Fig. C.38. The correlation does not change 
significantly, also the standard deviation of the MODIS retrieved AOT in relation to the SPM values 
stays nearly the same.

Fig. C.38: Correlation of the MODIS  retrieved AOT(470 nm) at the nearest grid 
point within a maximum distance of 8 km constrained to QAC > 0, and 
SPM daily (8 to 10 UTC) averaged AOT(412 nm)

In the MODIS AOT product CODL generally  most of the values with QAC = 0 are already filtered 
out (value set to NaN = Not a Number) which can be seen by comparing Fig. B.22 with Fig. B.23. 
Only a very small number of AOT values flagged with QAC = 0 is not NaN. In the dataset e.g. with 
averaged values within 6 km used for generating Fig. C.34 and C.35 no values had to be filtered out 
to reach QAC > 0  level.
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C.4 Evaluation of the availability of the MODIS 

and MERIS AOT data for 2008

For the evaluation in this chapter also the reference area at the BOKU is used, but opposite to the 
other chapters the datasets presented here are for the year 2008. This is possible because no SPM 
data which was constrained to the period 25.4.2007 to 31.7.2007 is necessary for this chapter. 

However a comparison of the availability is difficult, because the possibility to classify the data 
according to similar correlation with in situ reference AOT is not possible due to the very different 
results  from  C.3 Correlation  of  AOT values  from MODIS,  and MERIS  vs.  SPM.  Additionally, 
MERIS and MODIS publish the AOT data in different resolutions. MODIS provides the data only 
with a           > 10 x 10 km grid (for zenith angles > 0 this spacing increases ), where these values 
are averaged values for better S/N-ratio of the sensor resolution of ≥ 250 x 250 m (Table 1). MERIS 
AOT analysis uses a 1.2 x 1.2 km grid (Table 3).

With the used data (C2.2.2) MODIS delivers the possibility to filter the AOT values by confidence 
level  according  to  B2.3.2 Quality  assessment.  The  consequences  by  filtering  are  shown  at  an 
example in Ch. C3.3.1. 

Because the correlation of MODIS with AOT in situ measurements is clearly higher and the output 
of data values in a radius under 10 km lower then with MERIS, the constraint according to QAC 
flag was not used here. 

Fig. C.39 and  C.40 show the evaluation of the AOT averages within 6 km. MODIS sometimes 
retrieves 2 measurements per day for the BOKU because of AOT maps overlapping. Such values 
are counted as one in the histograms of Fig. C.40 and C.42, because in this cases the time difference 
is only on the order of deca minutes. In comparison to the year 2007, in which the number of days  
with a valid value on the nearest grid point within 6 km was 27 just for the period of 25.4.2007 - 
31.7.2007 (Fig. C.34 and C.35), the number of 23 days for the whole 2008 is very low. However 
this  is also a consequence that in July no valid measurements were available within 6 km. The 
reason stays unclear but within 12 km 10 valid AOTs were retrieved (Fig. C.42).
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Fig. C.39: Time series of within a distance of 6 km from the BOKU averaged AOT 
measurements between January 1 to December 31 in the year 2008



Fig. C.40: Histogram of Fig. C.39. More than one value per day count for 1.
MERIS delivers in sum 105 days and MODIS 23 days with at least one valid 
measurement per day. 

In Fig. C.39 and Fig. C.41 it can be seen that MERIS retrieves also many very high AOT values 
where e.g. an AOT of 1 at a wavelength   would reduce the solar spectral intensity by (22) for the 
latitude of the BOKU (48.24°) to a value between 33.3% at midday for the summer solstice and 
4.1% for the  winter solstice.  
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Fig. C.41: Time series of within a distance of  12 km from the BOKU averaged AOT 
measurements between January 1 to December 31 in the year 2008



Fig. C.42: Histogram of Fig. C.41. More than one value per day count for 1.
MERIS in sum 115 days and MODIS 98 days with at least one valid 
measurement per day 

The scatterplot for the AOT values within a distance of 12 km from the BOKU is presented in Fig.
C.43. It shows also the regression line whose equation indicates that MERIS estimates in direction 
of higher AOT values than MODIS  with a factor of about 1.19.

In the last two figures from this chapter (C.44 and C.45) the two spectrometers AOT availabilities 
are opposed considering only the nearest grid point without using a distance limit. There MODIS 
delivers on 32 more days per year a value than MERIS. The explanation is the internal averaging of 
the MODIS sensor resolution.
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Fig. C.43: Scatterplot for Fig. C.41



Fig. C.45: Histogram of Fig. C.39. More than one value per day count for 1.
MERIS in sum 41 days and MODIS 73 days with at least one valid 
measurement per day. 
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Fig. C.44: Time series of the nearest grid point AOTs from the BOKU (without distance 
limit)  between January 1 to December 31 in the year 2008



C.5 Accuracy of PM10 estimation using different 

AOT data sources

Many stations measure PM10 on a daily basis. For comparison with the AOT at the BOKU, the 
station Vienna Schafbergbad (Fig. C.46) was chosen as reference. It is in 2.9 km distance from the 
BOKU (48.24°N, 16.33°E) (Fig. C.1). The area in which the station is situated is suburban, the 
station type is background.

Fig. C.46: The station which is used as reference for daily PM10 data, located at 48.233 °N, 16.303 °E.

The following assumed relationship was evaluated

10, dry = PM 10 ≃ PM 10
* = C 

a 

rh⋅BLH
:= C a

**   (78)

This is an equivalent of Eq.  (75) but for PM 10  and written as an inverse linear relation between 

relative  humidity  rh  and  PM 10 .  Although  taking  into  account  that  the  PM  concentration  is 

proportional to the inverse of rh  [%] is a physically poor approach, this is taken as a compromise 
because for this thesis no daily changing extinction coefficient data is available. It seems not useful 
to  evaluate  the  proposed  function  F  rh  according  to  (74)  and  (75)  without  having 

ext  , timestamp . So  a
**

 is not the same as  a
*

 from  (76). BLH stands for  Boundary Layer 

Height and will be defined in C.5.2. The wavelength for the AOT in (78) is kept open - to find the 

best fit is an objective. To determine the constant C, the approach 
〈a

**
〉⋅C

〈PM10 〉
:= 1 was taken, so 

that
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C =
〈PM 10〉

〈a
**
〉

 (79)

The mean values apply for a specified wavelength within the whole period of SPM-measurments at 
the BOKU. After calculating the PM* values, the estimated standard deviation of the PM* values 
result from:  

 = ∑i= 0
n

PM 10, i
* − PM 10, i 

2

n−1
 (80)

C.5.1 Correlation between PM10 and AOT

The Correlation between AOT and PM stays the same when a positive constant factor is multiplied 
with the AOT data. This can be easily shown with (52). The factor C in 

PM 10
* = C a  (81)

is calculated after  (79) so that the multiplication with AOT can be interpreted as the estimated 

PM10 concentration PM 10
*

. Now it is possible to determine a useful standard deviation with (80). 

For e.g. at 368 nm   for PM 10
*

 is 7.9 µg/m³ for the sun photometer data (Fig. C.47).

5.1.1 PM10 vs. SPM      

The SPM data is well applicable to test at which wavelength the AOT values are best to estimate 
PM10  concentration.  In  Fig.  C.47 to  Fig.  C.50 where  the  correlation  results  with  increasing 
wavelength are presented. The dashed line indicates an ideal regression, the red line the true one.

The factor C has to increase because with longer wavelength the reflectance and consequently the 
AOT declines. The best correlation with PM10 results with using AOT at 368 nm. In Fig. C.47 the 
first result is presented. The time period April 25 to July 31 in 2007 is valid for all results presented 
in  C.5. The mean correlation of the normal distributed, not widespread Bootstrap samples is the 
same value as the Pearson's correlation, so that in summary the result is statistically significant. The 
first  value on the right side of the lower diagram is  the estimated standard deviation    of  the 

estimated  PM10  mass  concentration  in  relation  to  the  mean  value  < PM10 >  of  the  evaluated 
Airbase PM10 mass  concentrations.  In  the figures  C.47 to  C.50 the days  at  which  valid  SPM 
opponents  (daily mean AOT values  rom sunrise until  sunset)  to  the Airbase daily mean PM10 
values are found are the same. Consequently the number of datapoints/days (86) and the mean value 
< PM10 > are also the same. Caused by the condition  (79) in connection with  (78) < PM10 > is 

always the same as < PM10* >.  
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Fig. C.47: Particulate matter estimated from daily averaged in situ AOT(368nm) 
measurements with SPM vs. daily mean PM10 measurements at the 
ground station Schafbergbad between April 25 and July 31 in 2007

Fig. C.48: PM10 estimated from daily averaged in situ AOT(412 nm) 
vs. daily mean in situ PM10 measurements 

Where the correlation was the same at 368 and 412 nm, it decreases at 501 nm to 0.48 (Fig. C.49).
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Fig. C.49: PM10 estimated from daily averaged in situ AOT(501 nm) 
vs.  daily mean in situ PM10 measurements

In Fig. C.50 the standard deviation has increased to 10.2 µg/m³; visible also in a higher variation of 
the datapoints. This leads also to a lower correlation, although the resulting transformation equation 
is nearer to the ideal case PM10 *=1⋅PM100 than in Fig. C.49.

Fig. C.50: PM10 estimated from daily averaged in situ AOT(861 nm) 
 vs.  daily mean in situ PM10 measurements
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5.1.2 PM10 vs. MERIS AOT 443nm

Evaluating the data from the grid point in a distance of 0.19 km from the BOKU results in a few 
number of valid data points (Fig. C.51). So the influence of outliers is strong and lead to a not 
normal  distribution  of  the  Bootstrap  correlation  samples  and  consequently  a  not  statistically 
significant result.

Fig. C.51: Particulate matter estimated from the MERIS AOT at the grid point in 
0.19 km from the BOKU  vs. daily mean PM10 measurements at the 
ground station Schafbergbad between April 25 and July 31 in 2007.

Because the considered Airbase-station is set up to measure background pollution, it is possible to 
increase the distance in which AOT measurements can be assigned. In Fig. C.52 the averaging of 
AOT values leads to more valid data points. The result shows a slight negative correlation and is a 
consequence of the high uncertainty of MERIS AOT retrievals (C.3.2 MERIS AOT at 443 nm vs. 
SPM AOT at 412 nm with a mean correlation of 0.15) and the simple approach used here to derive 
daily PM concentration.
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Fig. C.52: PM10  estimated from the MERIS averaged AOTs within 2 km 
distance from the BOKU  vs.  daily mean in situ PM10 measurements

5.1.3 PM10 vs. MODIS

Because the MODIS  subdataset ODLO gives only the AOT at 550 nm, the subdataset  CODL with 
AOT at 470 nm was chosen to enable a comparison with the MERIS 443 nm correlation result.

Within a distance of 4 km only 9 valid data points are available between April 25. - July 31 in 2007. 
In contrast to MERIS averaging here is not a good solution to get more data points because the 
distance between two grid points (which are available, because these grid points are averages) is 
more than 10 km. So the upper limit of distance to the next grid point location of the changing grid 
point locations was set to an upper limit of 5 km (Fig. C.53) and 6 km (Fig. C.54). Whereas with the 
first limit the mean correlation is 0.22 it decreases with the second to 0.12.
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Fig. C.53: PM10  estimated from the MODIS AOT at the nearest grid point  
within 5 km distance to the BOKU, constrained to values with 
QAC > 0  vs.   daily mean in situ PM10 measurements

Fig. C.54: PM10  estimated from the MODIS AOT at the nearest grid point  
within 6 km distance to the BOKU, constrained to values with 
QAC > 0  vs.   daily mean in situ PM10 measurements
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C.5.2 Correlation between PM10 and PM10*(AOT, BLH) at the 

BOKU 

The next step to an approach to (78) is to consider the Boundary Layer Height (BLH) in the way 

PM 10
* = C

a

BLH
 (82)

where the constant C  differs in value and units, compared to the one without considering BLH.

The  boundary  layer  is  the  part  of  the  atmosphere  which  is  affected  by  processes  of  the 
surface/atmosphere interface. The impact is much stronger for the so called Atmospheric Boundary 
Layer (5.2.2) than for the Convective Boundary Layer (5.2.1), in which within increasing height the 
influence of the earth's surface is decreasing.

The BLH data is taken from soundings carried out by the ZAMG Hohe Warte in Vienna (location 
shown  in  Fig.  C.1).  The  data  can  be  accessed  over  the  university  of   Wyoming   ( 
http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html ). For this purpose the Stüve diagram is better readable 
than the Skew-T diagram because in Stüve diagrams the temperature curves are exactly vertical 
lines which make assignments of inversion begin heights easier. 

In Fig. C.55 the sounding for the 4th of April in 2007 is plotted. The height of the Convective 
Boundary Layer (CBLH) indicated is the lower limit of the lowest inversion within the troposphere 
(in Fig. C.55 coincidental this height concures with the begin of the troposphere). The Mixed Layer 
with its height (MLH) is a special case of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer.

   

Fig. C.55: Stüve diagram from [ http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html ] with indicated 
Convective Boundary Layer Height (CBLH), Mixed Layer Height (MLH), and a not 
relevant second ground inversion (S)  
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In the Mixed Layer the temperature curve follows a dry adiabate whereas the dewpoint temperature 
only  theoretically  follows  a  line  of  constant  mixing  ratio.  S  stands  here  for  a  second  ground 
inversion, not relevant for boundary layer height decisions.

Fig. C.56: Sky photo from 30th of April 2007, 12 UTC

To determine height values z  for the pressure equivalents, a polynomial of second degree

z = c2 p2 c1 p1 c0  (83)

was fitted through neigbouring pressure values with known heights (e.g. 900, 800, and 700 hPa) for 
a height between these pressure levels.

5.2.1 The Convective Boundary Layer

Here the Convective Boundary Layer  Height  (CBLH) is  defined as the lower limit  of the first 
inversion from ground within the tropopause. The advantage of defining the CBLH for the BLH in 
(82) is that it is easy identifiable for nearly every day. The values which were taken as CBLH are  
displayed in Fig. C.60. 

Fig. C.57: Mean value of the Bootstrap correlation samples and linear regression  
for the inverse of the CBLH values at the 'Hohe Warte'  vs.  the daily 
mean PM10 measurements at the ground station Schafbergbad 
between April 25 and July 31 in 2007. 
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The correlation result, which show that the CBLH is not suitable for inserting as BLH in (82), are 
shown in Fig. C.57. 

5.2.2 The Mixed Layer as special case of Atmospheric Boundary Layer

5.2.2.1 Description

The daily cycle of radiative heating causes a daily cycle of sensible and latent heat fluxes between 
the earth surface and the air. But these fluxes are limited to a shallow layer within the troposphere 
near the ground which is called the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL). 

The potential temperature of the standard atmosphere crosses within the troposphere the adiabats 
toward warmer potential temperature as altitude increases. The ABL is often turbulent and because 
turbulence causes mixing, the bottom part of the standard atmosphere becomes homogeneous. As 
shown in (Fig. C.58), within the turbulent region, air with warmer potential-temperature from the 
standard atmosphere in the top of the ABL is mixed with cooler potential-temperature air  from 
bottom. The resulting mixture has a medium potential temperature that is constant with height. Also 
the water vapour mixing ratio is nearly constant until there is a sharp temperature increase at the 
Mixed Layer top which is often a temperature inversion [Stull 2000]. In these situations (normaly 
under fair weather conditions during the day) this layer is also called the Mixed Layer (Fig. C.59).

Fig. C.58: The modification of the standard atmosphere by turbulence is idealized  
with the thick black line. [Stull 2000]

Powerful synoptic lows and thunderstorms often lift the capping inversion or eliminate it. Then the 
ABL air is well mixed over the whole depth of troposphere, and air pollution is usually reduced as it 
is diluted with cleaner air from aloft, and washed out by rain. 
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Fig. C.59: Components of the ABL during  fair weather. EZ is the Entrainment 
zone which denotes the transition to higher wind speeds during the day 
by strong decrease of drag with height. [Stull 2000]

5.2.2.2 Application to relations with PM

The  Mixed  Layer  Height (MLH),  as  defined  as  a  layer  of  approximately  constant  potential 
temperature,  is  taken in  the  following as  first  priority  decision  attribute.  Because  for  practical 
purposes mixing ratios can change even within the Mixed Layer (Fig. C.60), constant mixing ratio 
is taken as second priority

Very often, when there are not fair weather conditions, it is not so easy as in Fig. C.55 to determine 
a MLH. Table 8 shows some examples of such days. 

At May 9 the temperature curve follows a wet adiabate according to the precipitation occurance. So 
neither the criterion of constant potential temperature, nor constant water vapour mixing ratio up to 
the MLH is applicable. For analysing the following decisions, the assumption that the inverse of the 
Boundary Layer  should  have  high  correlation  with  Airbase  PM10 concentration  at  the  ground 
station  Schafbergbad is used. The correlation gives a hint, that here the lower height of the first  
inversion within the tropopause at 220 hPa is a useful value (~11099 m) (Fig. C.61 and C.62), but is 
not an absolute certain criterion because of the other influences on PM beside the MLH. Taking the  
height of 3016 m (at 700 hPa) for the MLH (mixing ratio slew rate discontinuity) gives a slightly 
worse correlation (Fig. C.63).

For the 20th of May it is better justified, by the change in temperature and dewpoint curve, to set 
the MLH to 630 hPa (interpolated 4126 m) than at the first inversion height in tropopause with 
12018 m (200 hPa), although mean correlation would be with the latter value with a difference of 
0.01 higher. One may also assume the MLH height at 900 hPa because of the discontinuity of the 
dew point curve and consequently water vapour slew rate. This would decrease the mean correlation 
of PM10 with inverse of MLH by a difference of -0.04.

On 24th of July the mean correlation of Airbase PM10 with the inverse of MLH at about 450 hPa 
(interpolated 6345 m) gives 0.37; omitting a MLH value for this would result in 0.35.

For the July 28 the temperature curve starts to follow a moist adiabate at 900 hPa. But in reality the 
MLH is  obviously  between  600 hPa  and  500 hPa  according  to  comparisons  of  the  correlation 
coefficient.

Because AOT estimation from space is bound to little cloudiness,  the constraints of deriving PM 
concentration,  by  the  difficulties  of  determining  MLH  under  cloudy  weather  conditions,  are 
tolerable. For the following correlation results only distinct values of MLH were considered (shown 
in Fig. C.60 where on 6 days no sounding data were available for 12 UTC).
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 May 9

May 20

July 24

July 28

Table 8: In situ Sky photos from the BOKU, and Stüve diagrams at Hohe Warte (both at 12 UTC)
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Fig. C.60: Time series of distinct values from the 12UTC Stüve diagrams (Hohe 
Warte) for CBLH and MLH in comparison with the daily mean PM10  
concentrations at the ground station Schafbergbad. 

In Fig. C.61 the mean correlation is negative because the PM concentration increases with lower 
MLH.

In general the correlation between any desired two variables X and Z is not the same as the negative 
correlation between 1/X and Z that is why the absolute values of Fig. C.61 and Fig. C.62 differ.
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Fig. C.61: Correlation of the MLH values from Fig. C.60  vs.  the daily 
mean PM10 measurements at the ground station Schafbergbad 
between April 25 and July 31 in 2007. 



Fig. C.62:   Same as Fig. C.61 but with using the inverse of MLH

5.2.3 MERIS and MLH vs. PM10

Including MLH decreases the number of valid data points in the available dataset from 37 to 23 
because of missing MLH assignments. The mean correlation increases to 0.10, and therefore is still 
not existent.
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Fig. C.63: Same as Fig. C.62 but only here as an experimental try with 3016 m 
for the MLH at 9th of May (inverse value indicated with the arrow) as 
discussed regarding Table 8



Fig. C.64: PM10  estimated from 12UTC MLH values at the Hohe Warte, and the  
MERIS averaged AOTs within 2 km distance from the BOKU  vs.  
daily mean in situ PM10 measurements between the 25th of April to 
31th of July in 2007

5.2.4 MODIS and MLH vs. PM10

Considering MLH increases the mean correlation from 0.12 to 0.29 and decreases the number of 
valid data points from 30 to 18.

Fig. C.65: PM10  estimated from 12 UTC MLH values at the Hohe Warte, and 
the MODIS AOT at the nearest grid point within 6 km distance from 
the BOKU, constrained to values with QAC > 0  vs.   daily mean in 
situ PM10 measurements
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5.2.5 SPM and MLH vs. PM10

A correlation of 0.52 at 368 and 412 nm is the best value until this point but the estimated standard 
deviation for PM10* is with   = ±12.3 µg/m³  still high. In comparison to  Fig. C.66 the mean 
correlation in the analog situation but without considering MLH was 0.50 (Fig. C.47).

Fig. C.66: Particulate matter estimated from 12UTC MLH values at Hohe Warte,  
and daily averaged in situ AOT(368nm) measurements with SPM vs. 
daily mean PM10 measurements at the ground station Schafbergbad 
between April 25 and July 31 in 2007

Fig. C.67 with evaluation at 412 nm and Fig. C.68 with 501 nm show nearly the same results as the 
analysis at 368 nm.

Fig. C.67: PM10 estimated from MLH, and daily averaged in situ AOT(412 nm) 
vs.  daily mean in situ PM10
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Fig. C.68: PM10 estimated from MLH, and daily averaged in situ AOT(501 nm) 
vs.  daily mean in situ PM10

With increase of the wavelength also the factor C  has to, and the derivation of PM concentration 
gets more inaccurately:

Fig. C.69: PM10 estimated from MLH, and daily averaged in situ AOT(861 nm) 
vs. daily mean in situ PM10
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C.5.3 Correlation between PM10 and PM10*(AOT, MLH, rh) at 

the BOKU

Now the whole Eq.  (78) is evaluated which was  PM 10 ≃ PM 10
* = C 

a 

rh⋅H mix
. Although 

this is a very simple approach to reality it is assumed that the extinction cross-section is directly 
proportional to relative humidity  rh  [%] without offset as explained in Ch.  C.5.3. The data for 
relative humidity are according to Ch. C2.1.1 taken from the BOKU weather station for 9:20 UTC. 
This is approximately the time at which MODIS measures the AOT over vienna.

5.3.1 MERIS, Sounding, and hygrometer vs. PM10

Considering the change in relative humidity increases the mean correlation not significantly from 
0.1 to 0.12. 

Fig. C.70: PM10  estimated from 12UTC MLH values at the Hohe Warte, the 
MERIS averaged AOTs within 2 km distance from the BOKU, and the 
relative humidity at 9:20UTC  vs.  in situ daily mean PM10 from the 
ground station Schafbergbad between the 25th of April to 31th of July 
in 2007

5.3.2 MODIS, Sounding, and hygrometer vs. PM10

Where in the previous figure the hygrometer data from the BOKU weather station slightly increased 
the correlation, it is in combination with MODIS data the way around. Instead of 0.29 for mean 
correlation this value decreases to 0.22 (Fig. C.71). Nevertheless the standard deviation improved 
from 18.6 µg/m³ to 16.8 µg/m³. However the dataset here is too small for a statistical significant 
comparison with Fig. C.70.
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Fig. C.71: PM10  estimated from MLH, the MODIS AOT (QAC > 0) at the 
nearest grid point within 6 km distance from the BOKU, and the 
relative humidity  vs.  in situ daily mean PM10 

5.3.3 SPM, Sounding, and hygrometer vs. PM10

Humidity data in combination leads to a slight improvement of the correlation (a little more than in 
the MERIS result). In  Fig. C.72 is the best result in relation to correlation over all shown. The 
shortest wavelength gives also in combination with humidity and MLH the best correlation and 
mean correlation, but the standard deviation is between the results with and without considering 
MLH.

Fig. C.72: PM10 estimated from MLH, in situ SPM AOT(368 nm), and the 
relative humidity  vs.  in situ daily mean PM10 

Fig. C.73 with evaluation at 412 nm and Fig. C.74 with 501 nm show nearly the same results with 
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correlation and standard deviation as the analysis at 368 nm. However, measuring in the short wave 
infrared range decreases the ability to derive PM10 clearly (Fig. C.75). For comparison with Fig. 
C.74 the mean correlation in the analog situation but without considering rh  was 0.51 (Fig. C.68).

Fig. C.73: PM10 estimated from MLH, in situ SPM AOT(412 nm), and the 
relative humidity  vs.  in situ daily mean PM10 

Fig. C.74: PM10 estimated from MLH, in situ SPM AOT(501 nm), and the 
relative humidity  vs.  in situ daily mean PM10 
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Fig. C.75: PM10 estimated from MLH, in situ SPM AOT(861 nm), and the 
relative humidity  vs.  in situ daily mean PM10 

C.5.4 Summary of the results and comparison

In  Table 9 to  11 the results from chapter  C.5.1 to  C.5.3 are summarized. The units of  C  change 
from Table 9 to Table 10 because of the different formulas used.

Table 9: Summary of results from  C.5.1 Correlation between PM10 and AOT

On the one hand the use of the MLH improves the correlation (Table 10), but on the other hand it 
also increases the standard deviation of PM10* in relation to the Airbase measured values, although 
for this thesis only clear determinable MLH values (51 for 98 days) were used (Table 10). The 
increase in    is especially true for the SPM derived PM10*, not so as with satellite estimated 
PM10. The mean correlation of MLH alone vs. PM10 was 0.38 (from Fig. C.62).

The mean values <PM10>, which were used in the adjustment condition (81)for the constant C  are 

in  Table 10 and  11 the  same because for  every data  point  in  the  datasets  was a  rh  opponent 
available.
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Where [Koelemeijer et al. 2006] found a correlation of 0.46 (Ch. B.3.3) between hourly PM10 and 
MODIS AOT, the correlation in  Table 11 is 0.24 but with daily PM data and a very simple but 
nevertheless  correlation-improving  approach  for  including  rh .  The  RMSD  of  4.4 µg/m³ 
([Nicolantonio et al.  2007] for PM2.5 to MODIS correlation) could be not reached by far. The 
variable RMSD (Rooted Mean Square Deviation) would be the same as standard deviation but 
because the standard deviation can be here only estimated from the resulting data points, a slightly 
different form with n-1 in the denominator is used (the so called estimated standard deviation  ).   

No combination of  MERIS and additional parameters resulted in useful PM values. The correlation 
from MODIS derived PM decreased by using  rh  in opposite to MERIS and SPM. But the small 
datasets of AOT values for MODIS and MERIS each, in combination with the small dataset of 
MLH values reduced the combined datasets for the satellite derived PM10 concentrations in Table
10 and  Table  11 even  more,  so  that  the  comparisons  with  these  results  have  low  statistical 
significance. 

The results with using SPM AOT in every combination with or without the additional parameters 
show  that  PM concentration  should  be  derived  for  measurements  at  short  wavelengths  in  the 
considered range. 
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 C.5.3 Correlation between PM10 and PM10*(AOT, MLH, rh) at the BOKU

Table 10: Summary of results from 
C.5.2 Correlation between PM10 and PM10*(AOT, BLH) at the BOKU 



Discussion 

One objective of this thesis was to compare the MERIS and the MODIS system's capability for 
AOT estimation.  The  second  was  to  assess  the  possibility  of  deriving  PM concentration  from 
spaceborne AOT measurements in comparison to the ground based sampling methods.

The satellite based AOT data were compared with in situ AOT measurements performed with a 
research grade sun photometer at the BOKU Vienna for the period of April 25 to July 31 in the year 
2007. From these measurements was also the PM10 concentration estimated with and without using 
the relative humidity (from the BOKU weather station) and the mixed layer heights (estimated from 
soundings related to the Hohe Warte in Vienna). Additionally the satellite based AOT from MODIS 
and MERIS, related to the location of the BOKU Vienna, was compared with each other for the 
whole year 2008.

As the results for the period of 25th of April to 31th of July in 2007 over urban area in Ch. C.3 
show,   MERIS  overestimates  AOT sometimes  to  a  high  extent,  caused  by  insufficient  cirrus 
detection  as  described  also  by  [Vidot  et  al.  2008]  and  Höller  et  al.  2005].  So  during  the 
measurement period the estimated AOT at 443 nm was e.g. twice over 1.4. Although these high 
AOT values  were  automatically  not  considered  for  the  correlation  calculations  in  the  analyses 
reported here, because at these times no sun photometer (SPM) AOT measurements were made, 
there  is  no  significant  correlation  between  the  MERIS  and  SPM  AOT.  In  contrast,  MODIS 
correlates  with the SPM reference AOT with a value between 0.66 and 0.70 dependent  on the 
quality and constraint for the distance between the MODIS grid point and the in situ site.       

Ch. C.3 and C.4 show that MERIS produces significant more numeric AOT values during the year 
if the distance to the nearest grid point is limited below the spacing (10 km at zenith) of the MODIS 
grid. MERIS also retrieves significantly more highly unrealistic AOT values compared to MODIS 
and the SPM which is shown in the results for the time periods of the full year 2008, and April 25 to 
July  31  in  2007.  The  MERIS  algorithm,  which  is  used  for  producing  the  evaluated  data,  has 
problems to recognize thin cirrus clouds as was investigated by means of sky photos. But also with 
considering only the days of the year 2008 on which MODIS also estimates AOT values, MERIS 
tends to higher AOT values with a factor of 1.19 in comparison to MODIS.

The number of days on which numeric AOT values are available for the year 2008 (Ch. C.4), in a 
radius of 6 km around the BOKU was 23 for MODIS and 105 for MERIS. The same in a radius of 
12 km was 98 days for MODIS and 115 days for MERIS. As also shown for this case of 12 km 
radius is that the correlation between MODIS and MERIS is 0.74, and that MERIS overestimates 
AOT in comparison to MODIS. If there is no distance limit to the next grid point, the situation 
reverses and MODIS delivers on 73 days values where MERIS delivers only on 41 days numerical 
values.

The evaluations in Ch. C.5 on deriving PM10 concentration from the satellite and sun photometer 
AOT values showed using information on the boundary layer height, increases the correlation with 
PM10 significantly. Therefore the mixed layer height has to be considered, which is on days with 
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partly cloudy conditions often difficult to determine (possible on about 51 of 98 days between April 
25 to  July 31 in  2007).  Thereby the  criterion  that  within  the  mixed layer  height  the  potential  
temperature  is  approximately constant  was  used  as  first  criterion  and  constant  mixing  ratio  as 
second criterion.

But also with using in situ AOT at the most optimal wavelength of 368 nm (out of the available 
dataset of 368, 412, 501, and 861 nm), mixing layer height, and relative humidity the correlation is 
not higher than 0.56. Comparisons of the convective boundary layer height instead of the mixing 
layer height with PM10 concentration showed no correlation. The inverse of the mixed layer height 
has a mean correlation of the bootstrap samples with PM10 of 0.38. The maximum correlation 
reached with MODIS was a value of 0.22, however the dataset was in paired by the combination of 
a low number of valid MODIS AOT values in combination with the low number of mixed layer 
height values, reduced to only 18 points. 

The mean particulate matter concentration on the days for which the correlations were calculated 
are between 16.8 and  19.3 µg/m³  (yearly limit is 40 µg/m³) for the period from  April 25 to July 31 
in 2007. There were no daily exceedences of the 50 µg/m³ limit. 

The mean correlation values of the bootstrap samples and the Pearson correlation factor differed 
under the considered conditions not more than 0.02 in the correlations related to PM10, and not 
more than 0.03 for the correlations between satellite and sun photometer AOT values.

The daily course of AOT of the SPM retrievals at the BOKU Vienna was investigated, because the 
low AOT values were observed primarily in the morning and afternoon. The mean daily course 
typically shows the lowest values of AOT during midday when relative humidity is low. At the 
BOKU site,  however  at  midday the  mean  wind direction  from south  east  transports  high  PM 
concentrations from the industry areas to the BOKU and so influences the daily course, beside other 
factors like traffic. 
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Conclusions

In general the disadvantages of estimating particulate matter mass concentrations from satellite are 
the missing data for cloudy pixels and high reflecting surfaces such as snow and ice. But especially 
in the winter particulate matter concentrations are high. But the comparison of MODIS with sun 
photometer data during the period of April 25 to July 31 in 2007 show also that it is possible to  
estimate useful AOT (aerosol optical thickness) values. 

However the comparisons from MERIS with sun photometer AOT and sky photos show that the 
MERIS cloud screening algorithm still needs to be improved.

But also without considering the runaway values the evaluation lead to results with no significant 
correlation between MERIS and in situ AOT at the BOKU. It is known that AOT estimation over 
urban area is difficult e.g. because of the partly high surface reflectance. However urban areas are 
important for particulate matter monitoring.

The higher reliability of AOT results from MODIS, caused by internal spatially averaging, must be 
paid with larger distance between the grid points. This drawback can reduce the time sequence 
(number of days with output values during the year) for point studies because the measurement grid 
points change their position for every overfly in the MODIS level 2 product.

Using  the  mixed  layer  height  when  deriving  particulate  matter  mass  concentration  from AOT 
measurements, increases the accuracy significantly. However also the standard deviation increases, 
although  the  mixed  layer  height  is  determined  from  'true'  atmosphere  soundings  not  model 
generated  ones  (which  are  theoretical  for  every  point  available  e.g.  for  the  GFS model  under 
http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/READYcmet.php and  expected  to  be  a  worse  basis  for  mixed  layer  height 
estimations). Nevertheless,  another  possibility  and  also  the  suggested  method  for  further 
investigations would be the directly use of automatic MLH values. These can be generated from 
forecast models, and resulted to in sum better correlations to PM10 using MODIS based AOT in the 
investigations of [Koelemeijer et al. 2006].

Also some other  available  studies  than the latter  are  repeating that  it  is  possible  to  reach high 
correlations between satellite estimated PM10 and ground based measurements (Ch. B.3.3). On the 
other hand, according to [Koelemeijer et al. 2006] there are also studies based upon investigations 
in  western USA repeat  that  no significant  correlations  could be reached.  In  this  study the best 
correlation for satellite estimated PM10 was only 0.22 based on a small dataset, which means that 
the correlation is statistically not significant. So further investigations are necessary, to find out if an 
improvement can be reached for particular situations. On the other side, even the in situ measured 
AOT shows low correlation with particulate matter, so that the general applicability for the given 
conditions of the measurement site in Vienna is rather questionable.
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Appendix

Here a selection of the MATLAB code which was written for this thesis is presented. All self-written functions have German denominations to enable a 
distinction from built-in functions. The script-file  hdfDarstellen.m with some of its according (sub)functions is chosen which just depicts selectable 
MODIS *.hdf files and prints some control information and numerical values but shows several graphical and processing features. Sample result 
pictures  of  some depiction  possibilities  can  be  seen  in  Fig.  B.20 to  Fig.  B.25.  The according functions  auswerten2.m,  DatenDarstellen.m,  and 
Grenzen.m were also used with other script files (not presented here) to process MERIS and in case of the latter two also SPM data.

The function hdfDarstellen_Confidence.m in chapter  shows how to evaluate QAC, and how to divide the colorbar into discrete color steps for which 
help was searched by several users in the MATLAB forum "MATLAB Central". The latter is realized in the sub-function farbskalaAendern(hcb) also 
listed at the end of hdfDarstellen_Confidence.m. It is very similar to the solution I disclosed for the subject "How to control the Colorbar/Colormap?" 
( http://www.mathworks.de/matlabcentral/newsreader/view_thread/278118#772362 ).

In chapter  the function auswerten2.m is listed, which was central for the processing of the MODIS and MERIS data. The functions DatenDarstellen.m 
and Grenzen.m can be interesting for a not so experienced MATLAB user because they show how to depict data and draw boundaries respectively 
within a geographical map.

hdfDarstellen.m

clear all;                 close all;              clc;                       

format compact;            format short           

 

%%  Parameter

   sollN = 48.24;             sollE = 16.33;             ZielName = 'Boku Wien';

%%

fprintf('\tsollN = %.2f   sollE = %.2f   name = %s\n',sollN,sollE,ZielName);

 

Verzeichnis = uigetdir([findeUSB(),'MODIS Daten\'],'Choose directory:');               
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ablauf = 'neu';          

while 1

   cd(Verzeichnis); 

   if  strcmp(ablauf,'d')  ||  strcmp(ablauf,'neu')

      [hdffile,Verzeichnis] = uigetfile('*.hdf','choose hdf-Datei');         

      % Do not delete Verzeichnis - will be needed after choose of option d (down in the menu)!

   end

      

   % Extract date and time from the filename:

      Year = hdffile(11:14);

      jday = str2num( hdffile(15:17) );

      Time = hdffile(19:22);  

      sdate = datenum(['01.01.',Year,' ',Time],'dd.mm.yyyy HHMM') + jday - 1;     clear Year Time

      datumZeit = datestr(sdate,'dd.mm.yyyy HH:MM');

      fprintf('\n----  %s (julian day %d):  -----\n',datumZeit,jday);     

   

   if  strcmp(ablauf,'v')  ||  strcmp(ablauf,'neu')

      fprintf('  data coverage                          ...        0\n');

      fprintf('  CODL (QAC: 0 ... 3)                    ...        1\n');

      fprintf('  Optical Depth Land and Ocean @550nm    ...        2\n');

      fprintf('  Angstrom_Exponent_Land                 ...        3\n');   

      fprintf('  Confidence Land @470nm                 ...        4\n');  

      auswahl = input('Selection: ');

   end

   

   geogrLaenge_Ms = hdfread(hdffile,'Longitude');              geogrBreite_Ms = hdfread(hdffile,'Latitude');

    

   switch auswahl

      case 0,    Var_Mi16 = ( geogrLaenge_Ms ./ geogrLaenge_Ms ) .* 1000;         Titel = 'area coverage'; 

      case 1    

         disp('CODL for 3 different wavelengths available')

         disp(' 1 ... 470nm');          disp(' 2 ... 550nm');            disp(' 3 ... 660nm')

         lambdaIndex = input('Choose wavelength: ');
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         switch num2str(lambdaIndex)

          case '1',  lambda = 470;

          case '2',  lambda = 550;

          case '3',  lambda = 660;

           otherwise,   error('Not a valid selection!')

         end

         Titel = ['Corrected Optical Depth Land ',num2str(lambda),'nm'];    

         CODL_M3i16 = hdfread(hdffile,'Corrected_Optical_Depth_Land');        Var_Mi16(:,:) = CODL_M3i16(lambdaIndex,:,:);   

      case 2

         Var_Mi16 = hdfread(hdffile,'Optical_Depth_Land_And_Ocean');     

         Titel = 'Optical Depth Land and Ocean @550nm';      

      case 3,     Var_Mi16 = hdfread(hdffile,'Angstrom_Exponent_Land');           Titel = 'Angstroem Exponent Land';        

      case 4

         [row col] = hdfDarstellen_Confidence(hdffile,geogrLaenge_Ms,geogrBreite_Ms,sollN,sollE,ZielName,datumZeit);     

      otherwise,    error('Not a valid selection!')     

   end

 

   if  auswahl ~= 4

      Titel = [Titel,'  ',datumZeit,' UTC'];

 

      Var_Ms = single(Var_Mi16);                         clear Var_Mi16

      Var_Ms( find(Var_Ms == -9999) ) = NaN;             Var_Ms = Var_Ms  ./ 1000;                             

   

      erzeugeFigure(0);

      DatenDarstellen(geogrLaenge_Ms,geogrBreite_Ms,Var_Ms,'auto',Titel);

      Grenzen()

 

      [Tol_S,zielWert,mittelWert,row,col,istN,istE,minAbstand,MittelIxs,db_in_km,dl_in_km,Status_S] = ...

         auswerten2(geogrLaenge_Ms,geogrBreite_Ms,Var_Ms,Titel,sollN,sollE,ZielName);            

   

      if  auswahl == 0   &   ~isnan(MittelIxs),             Var_Ms(MittelIxs) = Var_Ms(MittelIxs) * 2;          

      end
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      erzeugeFigure(0);           groesserePunkte_l = logical(1);

      DatenDarstellen(geogrLaenge_Ms,geogrBreite_Ms,Var_Ms,'meris',Titel,groesserePunkte_l,sollN,sollE,Tol_S.mittelBereich_km);

      Grenzen()     

   end

   

   % Decode selected Quality Assurance infos:

      cd(Verzeichnis);           % necessary.

 

      dekodiereQALand(hdffile,row,col);

      dekodiereCMQA(hdffile,row,col); 

   

   ablauf = input('Continue program with reset? (j/n) or change variable (v) or change file (d)  [j]: ','s');                    

   switch ablauf

      case 'j',      ablauf = 'neu';            close all;

      case 'n',      break

      case 'v'

      case 'd'

      otherwise,  error('Not a valid selection!')

   end

 

end

 

disp('-----------  hdfDarstellen.m finished  ------------');

 

hdfDarstellen_Confidence.m

function [row,col] = hdfDarstellen_Confidence(hdffile,geogrLaenge_Ms,geogrBreite_Ms,sollN,sollE,ZielName,datumZeit)

 

Var_M3i8 = hdfread(hdffile,'Quality_Assurance_Land');               
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Var_Mi16(:,:) = int16(Var_M3i8(:,:,1));         clear Var_M3i8                         

 

for ix = 1 : (  size(Var_Mi16 , 1) * size(Var_Mi16 , 2)  )

   str = dec2bin(Var_Mi16(ix),8);

   switch str(5:7)

      case {'000','100'},  Var_Mi16(ix) = 0;

      case {'001','101'},  Var_Mi16(ix) = 1;

      case {'010','110'},  Var_Mi16(ix) = 2;

      case {'011','111'},  Var_Mi16(ix) = 3;

   end        

end, clear ix

 

Titel = '470nm Confidence Land (0->No, ..., 3->Very Good)';  

Titel = [Titel,'  ',datumZeit,' UTC'];

 

Var_Ms = single(Var_Mi16);                         clear Var_Mi16

 

 

erzeugeFigure(0);

hcb = DatenDarstellen(geogrLaenge_Ms,geogrBreite_Ms,Var_Ms,'auto',Titel);

Grenzen()

farbskalaAendern(hcb)

 

[Tol_S,zielWert,mittelWert,row,col,istN,istE,minAbstand,MittelIxs,db_in_km,dl_in_km,Status_S] = ...

   auswerten2(geogrLaenge_Ms,geogrBreite_Ms,Var_Ms,Titel,sollN,sollE,ZielName);      

 

erzeugeFigure(0);

groesserePunkte_l = logical(1);

hcb = ...

   DatenDarstellen(geogrLaenge_Ms,geogrBreite_Ms,Var_Ms,'meris',Titel,groesserePunkte_l,sollN,sollE,Tol_S.mittelBereich_km);

Grenzen()          

farbskalaAendern(hcb)
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function farbskalaAendern(hcb)

 

FarbKarte = [repmat([1 0 0],16,1) ; repmat([1 0.9 0],16,1) ; repmat([0.2 0.8 1],16,1) ; repmat([0.7 1 0.2],16,1)];

colormap(FarbKarte)

 

set(hcb,'YTick',[1*3/4,2*3/4,3*3/4,4*3/4]-3/8);

set(hcb,'YTickLabel',[0,1,2,3]);

set(hcb,'TickLength',[0 0])

 

disp('Remark to the graphic: (0...No (or Fill); 1...Marginal; 2...Good; 3...Very Good)');

auswerten2.m

function [Tol_S,zielWert,mittelWert,row,col,istN,istE,minAbstandkm,MittelIxs,db_in_km,dl_in_km,Status_S] = ...

   auswerten2(geogrLaenge_Ms,geogrBreite_Ms,Var_M,Titel,sollN,sollE,ZielName)

% function to retrieve a numerical value with and without averaging over a radius Tol_S.mittelBereich_km at the coordinates

% sollN and sollE. The function works with MERIS and MODIS data.

 

%%  Parameter:    

   Tol_S.zielOrt_km = 8;

   % Distance [km] to the coordinates [sollN, sollE] within a value is accepted as zielWert

   

   Tol_S.mittelBereich_km = 12;         

   % Distance [km] to the coordinates [sollN, sollE] within a mean value is proceeded.

  

%%   

   

u_aequator_in_km = 40075;                                % [http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%84quator#cite_ref-0]

km_pro_breitengrad = u_aequator_in_km / 360;

km_pro_laengengrad = cos( sollN * pi/180 ) * u_aequator_in_km / 360;           clear u_aequator_in_km
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% To get the same distance/° as with the latitude, the longitude has to be multiplicated with 1/cos( sollN * pi/180 )

 

if  geogrLaenge_Ms(1,1) ~= geogrLaenge_Ms(end,1)   |   geogrBreite_Ms(1,1) ~= geogrBreite_Ms(1,end)

   Status_S.Koordinatensystem = 'schief';

else

   Status_S.Koordinatensystem = 'nicht schief';

end

 

RelLambda_M = geogrLaenge_Ms - sollE;                    RelPhi_M = geogrBreite_Ms - sollN;

RelXkm_M = RelLambda_M * km_pro_laengengrad;             RelYkm_M = RelPhi_M * km_pro_breitengrad;

 

Abstand_M = (RelXkm_M.^2 + RelYkm_M.^2).^(1/2);          [minAbstandkm minIx] = min(Abstand_M(:));

clear  RelLambda_M  RelPhi_M  RelXkm_M  RelYkm_M  km_pro_breitengrad  km_pro_laengengrad

 

fprintf('\nDistance: %.3fkm\n',minAbstandkm);

 

[row col] = ind2sub( size(Abstand_M) ,minIx);

if  minAbstandkm > Tol_S.zielOrt_km

   [db_in_km,dl_in_km,istN,istE] = ...

      aufloesung(row,col,Status_S.Koordinatensystem,geogrBreite_Ms,geogrLaenge_Ms,Var_M);

   [Status_S.ZielOrt Status_S.Fehler] = ursachensuche(Status_S.Koordinatensystem,geogrBreite_Ms,geogrLaenge_Ms,sollN,sollE);

      

   fprintf('ZielOrt %s!\n',Status_S.ZielOrt);                 

   zielWert = NaN;               mittelWert = NaN;             MittelIxs = NaN;          

else

   Status_S.Fehler = ' ';

   [db_in_km,dl_in_km,istN,istE] = ...

      aufloesung(row,col,Status_S.Koordinatensystem,geogrBreite_Ms,geogrLaenge_Ms,Var_M);

   zielWert = Var_M(row,col);             

   fprintf('\n%s at point %s (in %.2fkm distance) is %.3f.\n',Titel,ZielName,minAbstandkm,zielWert);                

       

   MittelIxs = find( Abstand_M <= Tol_S.mittelBereich_km   &   ~isnan(Var_M) );

   if  size(MittelIxs(:)) > 0         
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      mittelWert = mean( Var_M(MittelIxs) );

   else

      mittelWert = NaN;             Status_S.Fehler = 'No gridpoint or only NaN''s within Tol_S.mittelBereich_km';  

   end

   fprintf('The mean value within a distance of %d km is %.2f\n',Tol_S.mittelBereich_km,mittelWert);  

end 

 

function [db_in_km,dl_in_km,istN,istE] = aufloesung(row,col,koordinatensystem,geogrBreite_Ms,geogrLaenge_Ms,Var_M)

 

istN = geogrBreite_Ms(row,col);            istE = geogrLaenge_Ms(row,col); 

 

if  row > 1   &   col < size(geogrLaenge_Ms,2)                  

   % Latitude INcreases with DEcreasing row number!

   breite2 = geogrBreite_Ms(row-1,col);         laenge2 = geogrLaenge_Ms(row,col+1);    

   db = breite2 - istN;                         dl = laenge2 - istE; 

elseif  row < size(geogrBreite_Ms,1)   &   col > 1

   breite2 = geogrBreite_Ms(row+1,col);         laenge2 = geogrLaenge_Ms(row,col-1);

   db = istN - breite2;                         dl = istE - laenge2;

elseif  row < size(geogrBreite_Ms,1)   &   col < size(geogrLaenge_Ms,2)     

   breite2 = geogrBreite_Ms(row+1,col);         laenge2 = geogrLaenge_Ms(row,col+1);

   db = istN - breite2;                         dl = laenge2 - istE

else    % then applies:  row > 1   &   col > 1

   breite2 = geogrBreite_Ms(row-1,col);         laenge2 = geogrLaenge_Ms(row,col-1);

   db = breite2 - istN;                         dl = istE - laenge2;

end   

 

u_aequator_in_km = 40075;                         % [http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%84quator#cite_ref-0]

km_pro_breitengrad = u_aequator_in_km/360;

km_pro_laengengrad = u_aequator_in_km/360 * cos( istN * pi/180 );           clear u_aequator_in_km 

 

db_in_km = db * km_pro_breitengrad;             dl_in_km = dl * km_pro_laengengrad;

 

fprintf('  Evaluated Coordinates: %.3f° Nord, %.3f° Ost\n',istN,istE);       
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fprintf('  The resulution at this point is %.3f km in north and %.3f km in east direction\n\n', ...  

   db_in_km, dl_in_km);

if  strcmp(koordinatensystem,'schief')

   fprintf(['  (The true resolution is slightly different, because the coordinate system is the data matrix',...

      'skewly superimposed.)\n']); 

end

 

function [ZielOrt,Fehler] = ursachensuche(koordinatensystem,geogrBreite_Ms,geogrLaenge_Ms,sollN,sollE)

% Finding the reason if the coordinates of the destination can't be found within the dataset.

 

if  max(geogrBreite_Ms(:))   <   sollN

   ZielOrt = 'nördlich des Datenfeldes';           Fehler = 'ausserhalb';              return

elseif min(geogrBreite_Ms(:))   >   sollN

   ZielOrt = 'südlich des Datenfeldes';            Fehler = 'ausserhalb';              return   

elseif max(geogrLaenge_Ms(:))   <   sollE

   ZielOrt = 'östlich des Datenfeldes';            Fehler = 'ausserhalb';              return

elseif min(geogrLaenge_Ms(:))   >   sollE

   ZielOrt = 'westlich des Datenfeldes';           Fehler = 'ausserhalb';              return

end

 

if  strcmp(koordinatensystem,'schief')  

   if  min(geogrBreite_Ms(1,:)) < sollN 

      ZielOrt = 'wahrscheinlich nördlich Datenfeld';    Fehler = 'ausserhalb aufgrund schiefem Koordinatensystem';     return

   elseif max(geogrBreite_Ms(end,:)) > sollN

      ZielOrt = 'wahrscheinlich südlich Datenfeld';     Fehler = 'ausserhalb aufgrund schiefem Koordinatensystem';     return

   elseif min(geogrLaenge_Ms(:,end)) < sollE

      ZielOrt = 'wahrscheinlich östlich Datenfeld';     Fehler = 'ausserhalb aufgrund schiefem Koordinatensystem';     return

   elseif max(geogrLaenge_Ms(:,1))   > sollE

      ZielOrt = 'wahrscheinlich westlich Datenfeld';    Fehler = 'ausserhalb aufgrund schiefem Koordinatensystem';     return

   end

end

ZielOrt = 'Tol_S.zielOrt_km überschritten (obwohl Zielort innerhalb Datenfeld)!'; 

Fehler = 'zu niedrige Auflösung';
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DatenDarstellen.m

function ...

   hcb = DatenDarstellen(geogrLaenge_Ms,geogrBreite_Ms,Var_Ms,skalierungsmodus,Titel,groesserePunkte_l,ZielN,ZielE,mittelBereich)

% Syntax = DatenDarstellen...

%           (geogrLaenge_Ms,geogrBreite_Ms,Var_Ms[,skalierungsmodus[,Titel,groesserePunkte_l[,ZielN,ZielE[,mittelBereich]]])

 

if  (nargin > 9) || (nargin < 3),      error('Syntax DatenDarstellen(...)!')

end

 

geogrLaenge_Vs = geogrLaenge_Ms(:);             clear geogrLaenge_Ms

geogrBreite_Vs = geogrBreite_Ms(:);             clear geogrBreite_Ms

Var_Vs         = Var_Ms(:);                     clear Var_Ms 

 

% Scaling for following plots:  

   flaechentreue  = logical(0);

   if  exist('skalierungsmodus','var')  &&  strcmp(skalierungsmodus,'meris')

      mingL = 10;             maxgL = 17;              X_Skalierung = mingL : maxgL;

      mingB = 45;             maxgB = 49;              Y_Skalierung = mingB : maxgB;

 

      medgB = (maxgB + mingB) / 2;

 

      u_aequator_in_km = 40075;                         % [http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%84quator#cite_ref-0]

      km_pro_breitengrad = u_aequator_in_km/360;

      km_pro_laengengrad = u_aequator_in_km/360 * cos(medgB * pi/180);           clear u_aequator_in_km 

 

      yZuX = km_pro_breitengrad / km_pro_laengengrad;             flaechentreue = logical(1);

   end  

 

   if  nargin == 3   ||   strcmp(skalierungsmodus,'auto')
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      mingL = min(geogrLaenge_Vs);    maxgL = max(geogrLaenge_Vs); 

      mingB = min(geogrBreite_Vs);    maxgB = max(geogrBreite_Vs);

   end

  

% 2D-plot:

   if  exist('groesserePunkte_l','var')  &&  groesserePunkte_l

      h = scatter(geogrLaenge_Vs,geogrBreite_Vs,3,Var_Vs,'filled');

   else

      h = scatter(geogrLaenge_Vs,geogrBreite_Vs,1,Var_Vs,'filled');

   end

   xlabel('longitude');             ylabel('latitude');              title(Titel);

   xlim([mingL,maxgL]);             ylim([mingB,maxgB]);             grid on

   

   % For 'area coverage' display in hdfDarstellen.m:

      if  max(Var_Vs) == min(Var_Vs)   &&  max(Var_Vs) <= 2                  

      % "& max(Var_Vs) <= 2" to prevent, that the following instruction is applied on the date display

      % (would lead to a total blue diagram, reason undetermined)

         set(h,'MarkerFaceColor','blue');

      end

   

   if  flaechentreue

   % deskewing:   

      set(gca,'YTick',Y_Skalierung,'YTickLabel',Y_Skalierung);          set(gca,'Units','centimeters');

      Position = get(gca,'Position');

      xRange = maxgL - mingL;          yRange = maxgB - mingB;

      Y_cm = Position(4);              X_cm = (Y_cm * xRange) / (yRange * yZuX);                    

      set(gca,'Position',[Position(1) Position(2) X_cm Y_cm]);           clear  xRange  yRange  X_cm  Y_cm           

   end

   

   if  max(Var_Vs) ~= min(Var_Vs)

      hcb = colorbar('location','EastOutside');                

      PosCbar = get(hcb,'Position');          

      set(hcb,'Position',[PosCbar(1)+0.1 PosCbar(2) 0.02 PosCbar(4)]); 
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   end,  clear  PosAchsen  PosCbar 

      

   if  exist('mittelBereich','var')

   % Drawing a circle around the area in which a mean value is determined:

      X_km = -mittelBereich : mittelBereich;

      Y_km_pos = sqrt(mittelBereich^2 - X_km.^2);           Y_km_neg = -sqrt(mittelBereich^2 - X_km.^2);

      

      Y_Grad_oberer_Teil = ZielN + km_pro_breitengrad^(-1) .* Y_km_pos;

      Y_Grad_unterer_Teil = ZielN + km_pro_breitengrad^(-1) .* Y_km_neg;

      X_Grad = ZielE + km_pro_laengengrad^(-1) .* X_km;

      

      hold on;             plot(X_Grad, Y_Grad_oberer_Teil, 'r-');              plot(X_Grad, Y_Grad_unterer_Teil, 'r-');

   end

Grenzen.m

function Grenzen()

% ---- all data downloaded from:

% http://rimmer.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/coast/getcoast.html

 

% load World Data Bank II Data:

   pfad = [findeUSB(),'Dipl-arbeit WICHTIGSTE DATEIEN\MatlabProgramme\NOAA DigitaleGelaendemodelle\'];

   coastl = load([pfad 'WCL Coastline\WCL N75 O50 S25 W-35.dat']);

   intbnd = load([pfad 'WDB2 International Boundaries\IBs N75 O50 S25 W-35.dat']);  

   

hold on

plot(coastl(:,1),coastl(:,2),'k','LineWidth',1);

plot(intbnd(:,1),intbnd(:,2),'k','LineWidth',1);

box on;
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